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On the History, Use, and Structure of Japanese Kanji
Joseph F. Kess1
University of Victoria, Victoria, Canada
Abstract: This paper traces the historical development of kanji, the Chinese characters used in the Japanese orthographic system. The paper outlines the structural principles which underlie their composition,
both in respect to single kanji and to their combination in compound words. Discussion also pays attention
to their usage and frequency, as well as to the various script reforms that have affected their number and
deployment. Lastly, commentary on their role in the development of Japanese psycholinguistics and the
relevance of this work to psychological studies of language in general is offered.

Keywords: kanji, hanzi, Chinese characters, orthography, writing systems, Japanese
1. Introduction
The Japanese writing system is one of the most intricate, most elegant, and yet most complex
writing systems in the world. Japanese orthography has its origins in a millennium-old adaptation
of Chinese characters and is still subject to manipulation in steps toward legislated literacy (see
Kabashima, 1977; Koizumi, 1991). The current system consists of two kana syllabaries, which
are limited to the syllabic structure of the language, and a large inventory of logographic kanji
which represent many, but by no means all, Japanese content words. Japanese orthography has
evolved into a system which freely mixes these three script types, deploying Chinese characters
known as kanji in conjunction with the two syllabaries, hiragana and katakana.
Japanese kanji are the logographic symbols imported and adapted into Japanese orthography
from Chinese hanji over several distinct historical periods. In Chinese, hanji are the only writing
system, but in Japanese, the use of these Chinese characters came to be complemented by other
orthographic script types. Because Japanese borrowed in separate and distinct historical periods,
different pronunciations accompanied those kanji, thus complicating reading in the modern writing system. As a result, Japanese is a very mixed system; it not only employs the two syllabaries
which match the relatively simple syllabic structure of the language, but also a large inventory of
logographic kanji which can have varying pronunciations derived from either borrowed Chinese
readings or native Japanese readings.
There are many characters commonly in use in written Chinese, but in Japan script reforms
have settled upon 1,945 officially sanctioned characters in non-specialist writings in the popular
1
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press and government documents. However, this number swells as general texts add characters to
represent personal and place names, and as publishing houses and newspaper firms incorporate
their own specialized in-house inventories. The number of potential characters is far larger, as
can be glimpsed in the coverage provided by specialized dictionary inventories. For example, the
12-volume Daikanwa Jiten lists 49,964 characters, sufficient to read even the classic Japanese
texts of the past, while the more compact Daijiten dictionary lists 14,924, and the Shinjigen
dictionary 9,921 kanji (see Gottlieb, 1995).
Reading written Japanese, unfortunately, does not mean simply memorizing a limited number of single characters which represent single words with single readings. Unlike Chinese or
Korean, Japanese kanji can have two possible types of reading for a given character: there are onreadings based on the Chinese forms that came in during different episodes of borrowing from
China; there may also be kun-readings based on the native Japanese pronunciations for the same
kanji. Multiple pronunciations (or readings, as they are called) for a given kanji are common, and
one or more on-readings and one kun-reading of a character is not uncommon.
There is some unpredictability in whether a kanji will have Chinese or Japanese readings,
and how many readings there will be. Homophones are not only possible, but are in fact very
common. Kanji characters with different meanings often have the same pronunciation; for example, the syllable /ki/ could be any one of the following:  ‘tree’,  ‘feeling’,  ‘chance’, 
‘to glow’, or  ‘time period’. When kanji appear as singles, that is, in isolation, they usually take
a kun-reading, if they have one. For example,
‘head’ is read as atama in isolation, but as too
when in compounds with other kanji, as in
toohatsu ‘hair of the head’,  toosuu ‘the
number of head of cattle’, or  uma-gotoo ‘five (head of) horses’. A few kanji only have an
on-reading, but no kun-reading associated with them; for example, the two kanji which form the
compound word  ki-koo ‘climate, weather’ only have those on-readings of  ki and  koo.
In general, when kanji occur in compounds, there is tendency for the pronunciation to have an
on-reading, but this is by no means a given. But the Chinese on-readings can also vary; a given
kanji can have several on-readings (or even several kun-readings) which correspond to the period
of historical borrowing from China they arrived in. For example, the kanji
for ‘head, chief, top,
beginning’, can be read /too/, /do/, /zu/, /ju/, in the Chinese way, or as /saki/, /atama/, /kashira/,
/kobe/, /kaburi/, /tsumuri/ in the Japanese way, depending upon the context (Coulmas, 1989).
The result is an enormous inventory of configurations that must be mastered, stored, and
recalled in order to access the written form of Japanese content words. Simplified kanji lists
numbering below 2,000 have resulted from various orthography reforms, but mastering even
2,000 items is a far different task than mastering an inventory of alphabetic symbols numbering
between 20 and 30. Thus, the structuring of the mental dictionary for Japanese kanji will inevitably differ from that of European languages in many ways.
2. Kanji History
Chinese orthography itself dates from the second millennium B.C. (see Boltz, 1994), and the
Japanese began borrowing features of this system as early as the Fourth Century A.D. Chinese
elements were actually borrowed in several distinct historical periods, but the influence of the
‘Han characters’ (han-zi in Chinese) associated with the Han Dynasty period, as well as aspects
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of Confucian scholarship, has been the most pervasive. As a result, this inventory of Chinese
hanzi, now become Japanese  kanji, remains the most productive set of readings when one
encounters Chinese characters in Japanese, and is also the most productive set in creating new
words in the contemporary Japanese lexicon.
But Chinese is very different from Japanese in its word structure, and the morphological
principles which favored this script type in Chinese did not occur in Japanese. One result is that
the core vocabulary of Japanese developed an entirely new set of word formation procedures
based on the imported Chinese readings of characters, and these procedures came to underlie both
learned, technical words and even common vocabulary words which compete with native
Japanese words. This situation is not unlike the flood of Latin and Greek borrowings which came
into English in Early Modern English and gave rise to a new method of word coinage. If we
compare Chinese and Japanese, two-character compound words can account for as much as 65%
of the vocabulary in Chinese (Liu, Chuang & Wang, 1975), while compound words in Japanese
might run around 40% and single kanji words 45% (Hatta & Kawakami, 1996). At first, the
Chinese-based forms provided the basis of a written language in texts in Japan for only a literate
few while Japanese remained the spoken, unwritten vernacular. And when Japanese did develop
an orthography of its own, that writing system came to also rely heavily on the Chinese logographic system.
The Japanese went on to make up their own characters, simply by analogy with the traditional ones. Some of these have only kun-readings (for example,  tsuji ‘crossroads’ and 
tooge ‘mountain pass’), while others have only an on-reading ( gan ‘cancer’). Still other
unique Japanese creations have both kun- and on-readings, as for example, hataraku ‘work,
labor’ and  doo ‘work, labor’ (see Martin, 1972). And some of these Japanese creations reflect
unique Japanese assignments of on-readings to create a reading for a native Japanese word; for
example,  fu and  ro are put together to form a kanji for  furo ‘bath’.
3. Kanji Policies
The competition between reformist and conservative social philosophies has influenced language
policies since the turn of the last century, but the general drift of orthographic reform has resulted
in the number of commonly used kanji with official approval dipping below the 2000 mark.
Official support for major orthographic revisions was particularly evident after the end of the
Second World War, as the enthusiasm for democraticization reforms in the politics and education
provided a platform upon which orthographic changes could also be realized. In 1946, the
Ministry of Education whittled the kanji inventory down to a set of 1,850 Tooyoo kanji (‘current/temporary use’ kanji) characters (see Seeley, 1984), and in 1981 this set was further modified to a
slightly expanded set of 1,945 Jooyoo kanji (‘common/everyday use’ kanji) characters to be used
in the educational system. Both sanctioned lists were official attempts to restrict the number of
kanji that could be learned effectively. The Jooyoo kanji were not as restrictive as the Tooyoo
kanji list, and reflected contemporary use of kanji in government and the mass media, but they
did not include academic, professional, and artistic specializations (see Yasunaga, 1981).
Although Jooyoo Kanji and Tooyoo Kanji do not differ dramatically in number, the new list
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strove to more accurately reflect actual kanji usage in modern society, as for example, kanji use
in laws, ordinances, official texts, newspapers, magazines, and the media. The Jooyoo Kanji are
presented in graded waves to elementary school students, with an expectation of mastery of the
complete set by Grade 10 of Junior High School (Shimamura, 1990; Hayashi, 1991).
Although settled for now, this orthographic drama may not yet have reached its denouement,
since this is one of the fronts where skirmishes take place between linguistic conservatives and
language reformers. In every country, language policy is constantly evolving, reflecting changes
and moods in the socio-political Zeitgeist, and Japan is no exception to this rule. However, it is
worth noting that despite nostalgia on the part of some for an earlier ‘golden age’ of kanji
erudition, surveys of kanji abilities between the early and late part of the Twentieth Century show
better kanji knowledge scores on average for post-war children as a whole (Shimamura, 1997; see
also Gottlieb, 1995). In sum, kanji writing is a difficult skill to acquire and maintain (see Kaiho,
1987); even college graduates make errors in their informal writing or produce cursive script in
which the specific kanji cannot be deciphered (Hatta, Kawakami & Hatasa, 1997; Hatta, Kawakami & Tamaoka, 1998). There are also generational differences in respect to kanji reading and
writing abilities which can be attributed to kanji familiarity, differences in schooling and educational experience, and even the fact that certain kanji become familiar because of their repeated
appearance in the popular media only at a given point in time (Ukita et al., 1996). Learning how
to read and write in Japanese takes up a good deal of the time spent in the educational system,
and acquiring and maintaining kanji is a life-long process, at least insofar as mastery of new and
specialized kanji inventories is concerned.
4. Kanji Frequencies
Any discussion of kanji usage inevitably reflects three practical facts: their absolute numbers,
their frequency of usage, and their ease of access from memory. As mentioned, the number of
extant kanji characters is enormous, and ‘comprehensive’ kanji dictionaries contain anywhere
between 12,000 and 50,000 entries (Morohashi, 1989; Kindaichi, 1991). But dictionary entries do
not carry the same weight as relative frequencies in understanding usage, as well as the way in
which the mental dictionary is accessed. Researchers at the National Language Research Institute
(now the National Institute for Japanese Language) analyzed a one-year CD ROM collection of
Asahi Shimbun morning and evening runs from 1993 (Asahi Newspaper, Kinokuniya & Nichigai
Associates, 1994), providing frequency data for the 24 million kanji total (Chikamatsu et al.,
1998; Nozaki & Yokoyama, 1996; Yokoyama & Nozaki, 1996; Nozaki et al., 1996; Yokoyama et
al., 1998). The 1000 most frequent characters account for about 95% of total kanji usage, and expanding the set to include the 1600 most frequent characters accounts for 99% of the total usage.
Another 3000 characters takes in the remaining 1% of kanji usage. While this suggests that
Japanese readers must know 4600 kanji to master the average newspaper, in reality knowing the
most frequent 1600 will cover most of the words they will encounter. The same general picture
emerges in kanji counts for magazines and periodicals, where the top 500 kanji account for
around 75% of kanji usage, the top 1000 for 90%, the top 2180 for 99% (Nozaki, Yokoyama &
Chikamatsu, 1997). Such insights further imply that such information, as well as the role of
familiarity (see the comprehensive four-volume inventory by Amano & Kondoo, 2003), should
be built into teaching and learning exercises (Nozaki et al., 1996).
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Statistical data suggest a variable decline in the overall use of kanji; for example, novels
written in 1900 employed text which was 39.3% kanji, while those written in 1950 employed
only 27.5% (Nomura, 1984). The same decline is noted in charting the frequency of kanji usage
in major Japanese newspapers published during the Meiji (1868-1911), Taisho (1912-1925), and
Showa (1926-1989) eras (see Kajiwara, 1982). The use of kanji in the newspapers aimed at
bureaucrats and intellectuals was at first extremely high, with kanji percentages as high as 65% of
the text. At the extreme end of the continuum were government notices published in such papers,
with a kanji ratio which at times went as high as 95%. High frequencies for kanji were observed
even in the earlier versions of the newspapers aimed at the common people, where percentages
were not uncommonly around 55%. Throughout the last century, however, kanji have somewhat
decreased in Japanese newspapers, influenced by governmental decrees reducing the number of
officially approved kanji, but also affected by the commercial motive of making newspapers
available to a larger readership and the stylistic drift toward using more colloquial language
(Kajiwara, 1982).
Even with a downward drift over time, the ratio of kanji to kana in modern Japanese newspaper text can run as high as 42% at times (see Kaiho & Nomura, 1983). But the centrality of
kanji in the orthography cannot be overlooked. Research on eye movements in reading Japanese
texts demonstrates the critical role of kanji in processing text longer than a single word, and for
coming to grips with the cognitive processes in reading (Osaka, 1987, 1991; Osaka & Oda, 1991).
Experiments using Japanese texts show that kanji-based texts are both easier and faster to read
than kana-only texts, for in normal kanji-based, mixed texts, the eye skips from kanji to kanji,
using them like high-profile stepping stones which stand out in relief in the field of kana. This
arrangement allows the reader to organize the textual sentences in a top-down processing sweep
as one jumps from kanji to kanji. The peripheral vision for kanji-based texts also allows a wider
range of 6 words, as well as longer saccade patterns (Osaka, 1992), suggesting that the practice of
having logographic writing incorporated into normalkana/kanji majiribun ‘mixed text’ gives
rise to efficient processing strategies which are realized in shorter fixation patterns followed by
longer saccades.
The type of outlet, however, has an effect on kanji percentages; for example, the highest
percentage (38.2%) appears in political and economic weeklies. Weekly magazines and newspapers favored exclusively by male readers or female readers have the lowest kanji ratios, at
23.6% and 25.2%, respectively. The lower figures here also reflect the specialized, often imported vocabularies that accompany coverage of activities aimed at a specifically male or female
readership.
However, when we look at the specifics of kanji frequencies in newspaper corpora, the
exemplars of high frequency kanji seem to have not changed dramatically over the past thirty
years (Chikamatsu et. al, 1998; Yokoyama et al., 1998). A comparison of the first 3000 frequency
ranks between the 1966 and 1993 kanji frequency rankings reveals an extremely high correlation
between the two usage periods, such that the overall pattern of kanji usage has not significantly
changed between those points. The correlation for kanji usage between those two chronological
points was r = .95 (n = 4543), even when including all the lower frequency kanji. This means that
445 kanji ranked in the top 500 kanji in the 1966 analysis of frequencies were still ranked in the
top 500 in 1993. And the remaining 55 kanji were still in the top 1000 in the 1993 corpus
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(Yokoyama & Nozaki, 1996). Other overviews suggest similarly close correlations for the 1,945
basic Jooyoo Kanji between those time periods (Tamaoka and Makioka, 2004; Tamaoka et al.,
2002). Where there are shifts in kanji frequency, it is typically in the low frequency group, suggesting that high frequency kanji tend to stay in as high frequency kanji, while low-frequency
kanji are more likely to shift in respect to their usage over time (Nozaki, Yokoyama & Chikamatsu, 1997).
Lastly, the modern availability of word processors, electronic dictionaries, and personal computers, and their impact on current kanji awareness, cannot be overlooked here. Such ready
access has made kanji easily available through facile input strategies, and helps the average reader cope with the fact that commercial publishers of magazines, books, and newspapers often
maintain larger inventories of proper names, place names, and specialized or technical vocabulary for their specialized uses. Indeed, it may come to pass that the question of how many kanji
there are will no longer matter as a practical question, as increasing numbers of users simply plug
into the more and more sophisticated mechanical devices. There may even come a time in Japan
when there will be two kanji sets in actual practice: one used in reading comprehension, a ‘readonly’ set, while the other set will be a ‘write-only’ set, the set that literate Japanese will be required to re-produce in actual handwriting tasks (see Takata, 1991; Kess & Miyamoto, 2001).
5. Kanji Structure
The compositional principles that form Chinese characters were borrowed and then kept in their
original design features. Thus, the production of Chinese characters, simple or complex, generally proceeds from left-to-right, top-to-bottom, and outside-to-inside. Chinese characters are traditionally classified into four major groupings; over three-quarters are phonetic-semantic in their
composition, while ideographic, diagrammatic, and compound semantic kanji show smaller percentages (Ito, 1979; Sato, 1973; Saito, Inoue & Nomura, 1979). Ideographic kanji picture a
stylized version of some object or concept, as in the peaks and valleys suggested by 山 yama
‘mountain’. Diagrammatic kanji portray a logical, geometric, or conceptual relationship by the
way the character is arranged, as in the up-down spatial relationships shown by ue ‘up’ and
 sita ‘down’. Compound-semantic kanji combine two simple characters to suggest a
transparent meaning based on the additive value of the individual units, as in  akarui
‘light, bright’ based on the component parts of  hi ‘sun’ and tsuki ‘moon’.
But such ideographic, diagrammatic, and compound-semantic kanji represent no more than
20% of the kanji inventory. Approximately 80% of kanji are phonetic-semantic kanji, and often
contain a semantic ‘radical’ (hen) on the left-hand side of the phonetic-semantic kanji, and/or a
phonetic radical (tsukuri) on the right-hand side. The semantic radical supposedly gives a rough
approximation of where the kanji fits in the semantic scheme of things, while the phonetic radical
suggests a Chinese reading for the kanji. An example of a semantic ‘radical’ (hen) might be the
left-hand side of the following kanji , which has the meaning of ‘sun, day’, while an example
of the phonetic radical (tsukuri) might be the right-hand side of the same kanji , which has the
same reading as that piece when it appears as a separate stand-alone kanji within another kanji
compound word, namely,
sei ‘blue, green’, as in sei-nen, ‘a youth’.
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But these are only two of the seven categories that phonetic-semantic compounds are divided
into, according to the compositional elements that can enter into the construction process for
kanji. The other five elements, and their placement, are as follows: the kanmuri ‘crown’ in ; the
ashi ‘leg’ in ; the kamae ‘structure’ in ; the tare ‘hanging’ in ; and the nyoo ‘entering’ in
 (Morton & Sasanuma, 1984; Tamaoka, 1991; Kaiho & Nomura, 1983).
The presentation of a Chinese character is meant to fit within an idealized box-like configuration which dedicates the same relative space to the individual characters in running text. The
expectation of equidimensionality implies that each character, regardless of composition or number of strokes, occupies the same box-like space of an identical size. Kanji characters can be
simple or they can be complex. That is, a simple character is one that can stand alone, and like
the original Chinese, there are many of these simple basic characters. Some of these may also be
used as a ‘radical’ which forms part of a single larger and more complex character in the way that
the original Chinese historically deployed 214 such radicals to reflect supposedly semantic
categories to classify kanji. It may appear in its original, but reduced shape. For example,  can
stand alone as ki, the word for ‘tree’, or it can enter into the formation of larger, complex characters such as tree names ( , , ,
matsu, tsubaki, ume, sugi ‘pine, camelia, plum,
Cryptomeria cedar’) or ‘woody’ by-products (, ,
eda, ne, ita ‘branch, root, board’, and so
forth (see Morton & Sasanuma, 1984; Leong & Tamaoka 1995). The radical may appear in a
somewhat altered shape, but such radicals are usually not stand-alone radicals. For example, the
‘water’ radical  is different from the character for ‘water’  mizu, though it is an abbreviated
form of the full character. This is the left-hand component in characters such as , , , ,
, , , ,  ike, kawa, nami, umi, oyo-gu, sake, yu, namida, minato, fuka-i ‘pond, river,
wave, sea, swim, sake, hot water, tear, port, deep’, but you will never see this abbreviated
component stand alone.
In the abstract, the system seems cognitively ideal, but the reality is that this kind of semantic
categorization has severe limitations in reading modern Japanese. In an age when pillows and
bridges were made of wood, such assignments of the radicals made sense; but circumstances
change, and the complex characters , , ,
for hashi, makura, tsukue, mura ‘bridge,
pillow, desk, village’ don’t seem transparently woody anymore. In some cases, it is not always
obvious which element is the radical in a complex character (Chen, Allport, & Marshall, 1996),
and in other cases, the same homophonic reading conveys the same semantic assignment, but a
completely different kanji is used (contrast  and , both tsukuru ‘to make, manufacture,
produce’).
Orthographic simplicity versus orthographic complexity is not necessarily reflected in processing difficulty. In fact, orthographic complexity in terms of a large number of strokes in
certain kanji may facilitate processing by underscoring the uniqueness of a kanji configuration.
High frequency kanji are typically read faster, because of the likelihood of familiarity; but when
frequency is held constant, more complex kanji are easier to read than less complex kanji, simply
because the distinctiveness of a kanji like
ryuu ‘dragon’ in terms of strokes facilitates reading
it. For kanji of 13 strokes or less, difficulty in kanji processing increases proportionally to the
number of strokes; however, after this point, increase in the number of strokes actually facilitates
kanji processing (Kaiho, 1979), probably because the kanji is taken as a chunk with its visual
signature, thus eliciting shorter recognition times.
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6. Phonological vs. Semantic Information in Kanji Words
The majority of Chinese logographs, the source from which Japanese kanji are derived, are
phonographs (Wang, 1981) which typically exhibit two possible constituent parts. In traditional
terms, there is a radical or signific, usually on the left side of the character, which refers to meaning, and on the right side of the character, there is often a phonetic which refers to the pronunciation of the character (Chen & Yuen, 1991). Although the characters imported from China into
Japanese often retained the physical shape of these phonetic radicals, such phonetic radicals are
neither as reliable nor as useful in reading Japanese kanji as they are in reading Chinese hanzi.
Although various figures have been given for these phonetic radicals (Ito, 1979; Saito, 1981), an
inventory (Saito, Kawakami & Masuda, 1995) demonstrates that a third of the complex kanji in
the JIS/Japanese Industrial Standard set of 2965 kanji characters have the same pronunciation as
their right-hand phonetic radicals. This seems to suggest that the phonological information embedded in some Japanese kanji by virtue of such phonetic radicals are an integral part of the
identity of those lexical items. For example, the right hand component in the following kanji carries the pronunciation of the kanji: /kai/, as in  ‘to regret’ and  ‘sea’; /sei/, as in  ‘clear
weather’ and  ‘clear water’; /sen/, as in  ‘money’ and  ‘shallow’; and /shin/, as in  ‘to
invade’ and  ‘to soak’; respectively (see Morton & Sasanuma, 1984; Kess & Miyamoto, 1999).
The traditional belief has been that kanji represent words, not sounds, and that the
semantic radicals cue meanings. It is true that Japanese readers can use the cues provided by the
component parts of kanji to guess at the meaning of a new kanji when those cues are reliable, and
a good example of this is seen in the way skilled Japanese readers infer the meaning of unfamiliar
technical words (Hatano, Kuhara & Akiyama, 1981), much as skilled English readers do with
Latin- or Greek-derived technical terms. However, the pervasive belief that the semantic radicals
provide a built-in conceptual categorization system simply is not tenable. The architecture of
Japanese kanji is more complicated than that, for the embedded components in complex characters are more variable than left- versus right-hand placement. The compositional elements that
generate kanji can be found to the left, above, below, or even inside the stem, as well on the leftor right-hand side. One recent inventory calculated the configurational possibilities for the JIS set
of 2965 kanji, and found that more than half of these (1668 of 2965) exhibited components on
both the left and right sides (Saito et al., 1995, 1997; Saito, Kawakami, & Masuda 1998). Of
these, 760 groupings cluster around right-hand tsukuri radicals, while only 247 groupings cluster
around the left-hand hen radicals. The processing consequence of this asymmetry in this basic set
of complex kanji is that if the right-hand radical is correctly identified, the field of choice
narrows to an average of 2.2, that is, 1668 divided by 760. The field of choice is wider for the
left-hand radical cluster, for even if it is correctly identified, the average here still works out to
6.8, or 1668 divided by 247. Obviously, the two placements offer different degrees of
information, with the right-hand tsukuri offering a better set of clues in respect to reducing the
potential range of possible kanji groupings. If anything, such insights underscore the contribution
of other elements besides the traditionally cited left-hand hen semantic radical.
And just because an element is considered a radical for historical reasons does not mean it is
commonly used. Martin (1972) once observed that although there are roughly 200 radicals, more
than half of all kanji include one of the 20 most frequent radicals. Saito, Kawakami, and Masuda
(1995) point out that the average subject in a psycholinguistic experiment, let alone the average
reader, relies more on configurational considerations than on historically-derived etymological
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considerations. In fact, they extracted 857 basic radicals from the JIS first set, by focussing on
their configurational similarity, a figure different than the 214 historical categories. Of these, the
majority (610 or 71%) appear on the right-hand side of the complex characters; only 97 (or 11%)
appear in the left-hand position. And they found some radicals could appear on either the left- or
the right-hand side; this moveable set of ‘free-floating radicals’ was actually larger than the set of
left-hand radicals, 150 in number or 18% of the total 857 (Saito et al., 1997).
But even these numbers do not tell the final story, for the three radical types have different
collocational possibilities with other components in creating complex kanji of this left-right kind.
The right-hand tsukuri radicals combine with an average of 2.0 left hand components, the lefthand hen radicals with an average of 8.6 right-hand components, and the floating radicals with an
average 5.5 components on the right side and 2.9 on the left side. Amazingly, when Saito et al.
(1997) tested subjects to see whether they could estimate the number of kanji characters that
could be formed with a particular radical, they found that subjects could correctly evaluate the
number of possible characters as a function of the number of possible collocations with that
radical. Not only did they find that subjects could indeed evaluate the number of possible
characters as a function of the number of possible collocations with that radical, but they also
found that the subjects were better in estimating that number for left-hand radicals than with right
hand radicals. This might of course reflect kinetic storage considerations that arise from countless
practice sessions in which writing kanji is mastered through left-to-right, top-to-bottom practice
sequences. In a sense, there appears to be a contrast between two aspects of subjects’ knowledge,
recognition versus recall. In recognition, the right-hand radical tsukuri are more informative,
because they collocate with a smaller number of companions on the left side to make a complete
kanji. This makes sense when one considers that there being fewer candidates facilitates
recognition because there are fewer to sort through. On the other hand, in recall, the left-hand
radical hen is more useful in evaluating its number of companions in a specific kanji family.
Whether this is because the left-hand radicals recall a larger number of kanji with a more
centralized semantic pivot, or because of kinetic associations in writing practice, is uncertain. But
the fact is that the two component types each play a role in the knowledge base subjects have
about complex kanji, and which they call into play in recall and recognition tasks.
We might compromise by admitting that the real role of the ‘semantic’ radicals is not so
semantic in recognition of many complex characters; the recognition units which contribute to
access procedures are simply not isomorphic with the semantic radicals as traditionally conceived.
Upper and lower configurations, as well as repeated or parallel elements, are also critical. Where
the semantic radicals may be of particular significance is in those cases where a kanji is
unfamiliar or unknown, and where one searches for any and all clues that may give some
indication of its range and identity.
7. Compound Kanji
Many common words in modern Japanese are not represented by a single character, but are
compound words composed of two or more characters. Some estimates suggest that compound
kanji words comprise at least 50% of most dictionaries, and Yokosawa and Umeda (1988) report
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figures as high as 70%. These compound words, or jukugo , are a composite of two to four
kanji and usually carry an on-reading. There are many such words in common use, words such as
,  , ,  kinchoo, tanjoobi, shinkansen, shookengaisha. ‘stress, birthday,
bullet train, securities firm’.
Some compound kanji have an unexpected, irregular kun-reading which portrays some vague
semantic identity in their reading. For example,  miyage ‘souvenir’ is derived from ‘soil’ and
‘produce’, and attempts to convey the flavor of ‘a local product brought back as a souvenir’ in its
choice of characters; so does  inaka ‘countryside’, with its characters for ‘rice field’ and
‘reside’. But these compounds definitely require mastery as unique orthographic events. Other
kanji shift between the on and the kun-readings in compounds, with the correct reading
conditioned by the other kanji in the same compound. For example,  chichi-oya ‘father’ and
 ryo-shin ‘parents’ both contain the kanji , but it has a kun-reading of oya in the first
compound and an on-reading of shin in the second.
Not surprisingly, some experimental reports have concluded that lexical access for Japanese
words written in kanji employs the whole word as the basic element in searching the mental
lexicon, and not the kanji character units or their analyzable parts (for example, Sakuma, Ito &
Sasanuma, 1989). It has also been suggested that the whole word as such is the most resistant to
neurological impairment through damage or disease (Sasanuma, 1992). But other reports offer
support for the role of the first kanji in the storage and retrieval of kanji compounds from memory (Tamaoka & Takahashi, 1999; Yamada & Kayamoto, 1998). Here the frequency of the first
kanji, as well as of the whole kanji compound itself, is a good predictor of ease of word recognition and even priming results (Hirose, 1992). Thus, we are left with two different possibilities as
to the relevant recognition units for accessing kanji compounds. There is evidence that the kanji
compounds are themselves the recognition units as whole words, but there is also evidence that
the individual component kanji are the relevant recognition units. Frequency is, of course, a
crucial factor in both arguments because frequency is after all the key to how often such judgments are made, and is also reflected in the asymmetrical nature of lexical productivity in the
creation of two-kanji compound words (see Tamaoka & Altmann, 2004). High frequency kanji in
the first position in kanji compounds facilitate access for naming, because this is where access
procedures are first initiated, and successful naming will depend upon the accuracy of matching
phonological information to the kanji embedded in the compound. But the number of possible
readings must also be addressed before the final correct reading comes up for an accurate naming
response. High frequency kanji in the second position in kanji compounds facilitate access for
lexical decision tasks because this is the end point at which the complete information for real
kanji is finalized. At this point, one is deciding whether a given compound is in fact a real kanji
compound, and that decision can only be taken once the final pieces of the processing puzzle are
in place. The frequency factor is not a contradictory element after all, because the high frequency
of an individual kanji also reflects its frequency of appearance in kanji compounds. The final
arbiter of successful naming responses is in fact the contextual level for kanji compounds, for this
is where final decisions have to be made for the correct reading of a particular kanji, and thus the
correct pronunciation of the compound. But accuracy in deciding whether a kanji compound is in
fact a real compound word inevitably reflects knowledge about how often this configuration
appears and whether a lexical address for this configuration is commonly accessed.
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8. Relevance to Psychological Studies of Language
The history of Japanese psycholinguistics can be essentially linked to psychological interests in
the long-standing Japanese interest in the specific requirements of kanji processing (see Kess &
Miyamoto, 1999), and beyond that, to the even longer Japanese tradition of meditation on the
nature of their language and the unique status it is assumed to have among the world’s languages
(see Kess and Miyamoto, 1994). More recently, the computer age has sharpened that focus with
the practical demand for computational devices which can read, parse, and translate between
languages. This explosion of interest has gone hand in hand with the development of the discipline of cognitive science and its exploration of how the mind deals with linguistic information.
One important area of research within cognitive science focusses on written language, and attempts to explain word recognition, priming and association, the mental lexicon, and indeed, the
entire reading process. An understanding of the cognitive mechanisms by which humans process
linguistic information through the printed medium in Japanese (Leong & Tamaoka, 1998; Ukita
et al., 1996; Yokoyama, 1997) will add much to these research concerns and will unquestionably
inform our grasp of the universals of language and language processing.
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Mathematical Modelling for Japanese Kanji Strokes in
Relation to Frequency, Asymmetry and Readings1
Katsuo Tamaoka, Hiroshima, Japan2
Gabriel Altmann, Lüdenscheid, Germany
Abstract: The present study investigates the relationship between of Japanese kanji strokes and their
printed-frequencies of occurrence, compositional asymmetry and kanji multiple readings. First, distributions of kanji strokes in both samples of the 1,945 basic kanji and of 6,355 kanji appearing in the
Asashi Newspaper published between 1985 and 1998 followed a negative hypergeometric distribution
as demonstrated by Figure 1. The distribution of strokes of the 1,945 kanji with their printed-frequencies is rather rhapsodic, as shown in Figure 2, but a rough-fitting model is drawn in Figure 3. Mathematical modelling for kanji strokes with lexical compositional asymmetry reveals the interesting tendency of regressive compounding; that is, that the greater the number of strokes in a kanji, the more it
tends to produce two-kanji compound words by adding a kanji on the right side of the target kanji, as
shown in Figure 4. A kanji may often have multiple readings; this study also examines the number of
readings in relation to the number of kanji strokes. As shown in Figure 6, the greater the number of
kanji strokes, the fewer the number of readings. In other words, the more visually complex the kanji is,
the more specialised its reading becomes. As such, kanji strokes, as one of the central characteristics
of kanji, are closely related to other properties such as frequency, asymmetry and readings. The present study uses mathematical modelling to indicate these relations.

Key words: mathematical modelling, kanji strokes, kanji frequency, lexical compositional
asymmetry, multiple readings, regressive compounding, self-regulation cycle
1. A self-regulation cycle of linguistic properties
A single property of a lingustic entity can hardly be isolated from its other properties. The associated properties make up a self-regulating cycle in which one change creates a chain of alterations. The change comes gradually, and its reactions follow with some delay. These series
of changes, as a whole, maintain a balanced ‘equilibrium’ state. Although this conjecture is
considered to be applicable to linguistic properties, it is still a preliminary hypothesis which
must be validated empirically. The present study on Japanese kanji strokes attempts to explore
this conjecture.
A kanji represents the smallest unit of meaning, the ‘morpheme’. Unlike alphabetic languages, Japanese kanji are drawn in horizontal and vertical dimensions (for details on kanji in
general, see Kaiho & Nomura, 1983; Morton & Sasanuma, 1984; Tamaoka, 1991, 2003,
2005a, 2005b; Tamaoka, Kirsner, Yanase, Miyaoka & Kawakami, 2002; Tamaoka & Makioka, 2004; Tamaoka & Yamada, 2000; Wydell, Butterworth & Patterson, 1995; Wydell,
Patterson & Humphreys, 1993). Among the 1,945 basic Japanese kanji, the simplest kanji is
1
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drawn as a single horizontal line:  meaning ‘one’; whereas the most complex kanji requires
23 strokes to write:  meaning ‘appreciate’. As such, the number of strokes roughly indicates
the visual complexity of a kanji. The question then is whether or not the number of kanji
strokes (or kanji visual complexity) has some relation to other properties of a kanji. In the
present study, three kanji properties are examined as candidates for possibly being related to
the number of kanji strokes; namely, the printed-frequency of a kanji (hereafter, refer to ‘kanji
frequency’), asymmetry for two-kanji compound word production, and multiple readings.
2. Mathematical modeling for kanji strokes
The lexical database sampled from the Asahi Newspaper published between 1985 and 1998
(Amano & Kondo, 2000) contains a total of 6,355 different kanji. Kobayashi (1981) reports
that the 1,000 most frequently used kanji represent 93.9 percent of all kanji printed in newspapers, and 90.0 percent of all kanji appearing in magazines. Knowledge of 2,000 kanji covers 99.6 percent of those found in newspapers and 98.6 percent in magazines. Knowledge of
3,000 kanji covers about 99.9 percent of kanji used in newspapers and magazines. Considering these figures, 6,355 kanji must encompass almost all the kanji seen in Japanese written
texts. Then, the question is whether the number of kanji strokes has some influence on the
kanji frequency.
As can be seen in Table 1, the distribution of the number of strokes is very regular. Using
the possibilities furnished by the Wimmer-Altmann theory (for details, see Wimmer, Altmann,
2005) the 1-displaced negative hypergeometric distribution was chosen:

(1)

 M + x  2  K  M + n  x 
 x  1  n  x + 1 


,
Px =
 K + n  1

n 


x = 1,2,3,..., n + 1 .

This formula describes the distribution of stroke numbers. Using the kanji database of 1,945
basic kanji (Tamaoka et al., 2002; Tamaoka & Makioka, 2004), the distribution of stroke
numbers is obtained as seen with the above 1-displaced negative hypergeometric distribution
with parameters K = 11.6517, M = 4.9490, n = 22, DF = 18, X2 = 22.53, P = 0.21, C = 0.01. If
the distribution is stable, it is automatically assumed that a larger sample must display the
same behaviour. As can be seen in Table 1, iterative fitting to the inventory of 6,355 kanji
shows that the distribution of strokes is, in fact, relatively stable and the fit is satisfactory. As
the chi-square grows with increasing sample size, the values obtained for the larger sample
were X2 = 45.63 with 26 DF, corresponding to P = 0.01 and C = 0.0072. The result is displayed graphically in Figure 1. The increasing values of the parameters indicate that perhaps a
limiting distribution would yield better results (e.g., Poisson or negative binomial) but an
investigation of this issue will be postponed until data from other writing systems such as
Chinese, Assyrian, Sumerian, and so on has also been examined. However, the chi-square
value decreases for n between 29 and 40, and it increases again above 40. These figures
indicate that the negative hypergeometric model is a very stable estimator for this purpose.
There exist different kinds of frequency counts: (a) using individual texts, (b) a list which
represents a part of a dictionary, (c) the complete dictionary, (d) a frequency dictionary and a
corpus representing a mixture of texts and being identical with a frequency dictionary. Here,
we analyze case (b).
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Table 1
The negative hypergeometric model for the distribution of strokes in 6,355 kanji
X (Strokes)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

fx (Number of kanji)

NPx

5
3.61
29
17.46
57
48.11
109
98.91
146
168.45
202
250.76
312
336.85
436
416.84
469
481.90
539
525.74
579
545.25
577
540.53
537
514.34
432
471.26
427
416.76
377
356.37
300
295.05
205
236.71
168
184.12
136
138.88
110
101.57
67
72.00
47
49.43
38
32.84
20
21.08
12
13.06
8
7.79
6
4.46
3
2.44
2
2.43
K = 24.6877, M = 6.8335, n = 41, DF = 26
X2 = 45.63 , P = 0.0100, C = 0.0072

Figure 1. The negative hypergeometric model for the distribution of strokes of 6,355 kanji
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3. Modelling the relationship between kanji strokes and kanji frequency
A further question is whether the above model continues to be suitable if the frequencies of
the given kanji in a corpus are taken into consideration. This question is of a rather methodological nature. The first problem is the sample size. In our case, 6,335 kanji were taken
from a very large corpus of 86,542,349 word occurrences where no classical statistical test
can rescue the model from rejection. In other words, even if the model could perhaps be
accepted, cum grano salis, the characteristics of the Chi-square test, destroy our hope. Its
linear increase with increasing sample size is fatal for this investigation. The second problem
is that language laws hold for homogeneous data. However, a corpus is as heterogeneous as it
can be. It contains a mixture of frequencies which, in spite of statistical practice, do not level
out with the increasing sample size. On the contrary, the irregularities can escalate. We might
erroneously assume that a corpus is a sample from a population, but it has frequently been
claimed that there are no populations in language (cf. Orlov, Boroda, Nadarejvili, 1982).
There is no population that can be called “Shakespeare” or “Akutagawa”, nor any such population as “the language of the Asahi Newspaper” or “the language of the Times”. Likewise,
there is no population that can be called “English texts”, “Japanese texts”, “the word stock of
German” or even “the word stock of Ainu”. Great dictionaries contain about one to two
hundred thousand lexical items, but the German word stock with all of its special dictionaries
(terminology) is estimated to be approximately twenty million. A student of German found in
one volume of a German magazine “Der Spiegel” more than 8,000 compounds that were not
found in any German dictionary. Do they belong to the word stock if they are constructed ad
hoc and not in regular use? Is the size of the word stock a real or a potential number? Even
though some models yield good results if the lexicon size is considered infinite (cf. Kornai,
2002), the usual models of vocabulary growth are of an exponential type, having finite limits
(e.g., Piotrowski, Bektaev, Piotrowskaja, 1985).
As can be seen in Figure 2, the frequency of kanji with a given number of strokes is very
rhapsodic. It is multimodal. The main irregularities are in the middle of the distribution.
Deviations from any “honest” distribution are so enormous that in this case, no usual model is
adequate.

Figure 2. Frequency of kanji with X strokes
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Of course, there are different possibilities to capture this irregularity. One of them is the
mixing of distributions in different proportions. This technique, however, multiplies the number of parameters and it is not known how many components must be used. The second
possibility is smoothing by pooling two or more frequency classes. In this case, the character
of a discrete distribution is lost. This is, of course, merely a question of approximation, and in
principle it is not relevant what kind of model – discrete or continuous – is used, as the data
are distorted. Even if the law behind their generation was known, any model of this law would
be forced to take account of many subsidiary conditions, which consequently yield a very special case. Therefore, it is best to consider modelling as a conceptual activity, taking into account simplifications, and even conscious distortions, at the beginning (Bunge, 1967, p. 388).
Table 2 presents the original data corresponding to Figure 2 and the data pooled by 2 using the mean X of the pertinent frequency classes (column 3). It can be seen that in the latter
case the “curve” is smooth and can be well approximated by either a continuous distribution
or a simple continuous curve.
The second case is preferable on several grounds. First, there is no need to derive a model
for false, distorted data – since mixed data are false data. It would be more correct to take
each article of the Asahi Newspaper separately. Second, the first approximation should be as
concise as possible. Third, there is no problem in switching from discrete models to continuous ones or vice versa (cf. Mautek, Altmann, in press). Since there is no software for a
battery of continuous distributions, non-linear regression is simply used to find a preliminary
model. Fitting is simpler if the absolute frequencies are transformed into relative ones, as
shown in the fifth column of Table 2. Starting from the above mentioned Wimmer-Altmann
theory (2001) the simplest case of its continuous version was chosen, namely
(2)

dy  b

=   c  dx
y x


which says that the relative rate of change of frequency (dy/y) is proportional to the relative
rate of change of stroke number (bdx/x) to which a disturbing constant c is added, originating
from distortions caused by mixing of texts and pooling of frequency classes. The solution of
the differential equation (2) yields
(3)

y = axbe-cx

and the results given in the last column of Table 2. As can be seen, the high value of R = 0.97
corroborates this kind of approach. Of course, this is merely the first, not the last word.
Based on values in Table 2, formula (3) is calculated as:
y = 0.0040x3.8342e-0.5058x
This formula is depicted graphically in Figure 3. It shows that after smoothing very heterogeneous data, the relation between stroke number and frequency becomes increasingly rigorous, and almost bell-shaped (with a slight asymmetry).
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Table 2
Frequencies of kanji with x strokes
X (Stroke)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

fx
(Kanji frequency)
530246
1623017
2172880
5667307
5983444
8385289
6722157
10304831
8835897
6630512
7687320
7078129
4663567
3054986
3010830
1332170
520867
1126232
321022
806007
65617
11454
8568
86542349

x*

fx *

p*x

ptheor

1.5

2153263

.024881

0.008890

3.5

7840187

.090594

0.083269

5.5

14368733

.166031

0.171322

7.5

17026988

.196747

0.204631

9.5

15466409

.178715

0.184202

11.5

14765449

.170615

0.139357

13.5

7718553

.089188

0.093718

15.5

4343000

.050183

0.057885

17.5

1647099

.019032

0.033523

19.5

1127029

.013023

0.018460

21.5

77071

.000890

0.009761

23.0

8568
86542349

.000099

0.005920
a = 0.0040
b = 3.8342
c = 0.5058
R = 0.9712

Figure 3. Fitting (3) to the relationship between number of strokes and kanji frequency
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5. Modelling the relationship between kanji strokes and lexical compositional symmetry
In a previous study by Tamaoka and Altmann (2004), the symmetry between left-hand and
right-hand side compounding has been examined both for individual kanji and for the whole
field of 1,945 kanji. For instance, the kanji  /gaku/ meaning ‘to learn’ or ‘learning’ is combined with another kanji on the right-hand side position such as in  (/gaQ koR/, ‘school’),
 (/gaku sei/, ‘student’) and  (/gaku sja/, ‘scholar’). Combinations with other kanji on
the left-hand side position are also possible such as in  (/njuR gaku/, ‘school admission’),
 (/bun gaku/, ‘literature’) and  (/si gaku/, ‘private school’). Tamaoka and Altmann
investigated two questions regarding how two-kanji compound words were produced from a
single kanji by adding another kanji on either the left or the right side, and how symmetric
they are on both sides. Furthermore, the present study examines whether the number of
strokes has some influence on the symmetry of compound building. Tamaoka and Altmann
(2004) tested asymptotically the symmetry using the chi-square criterion
(4)

(nL  nR ) 2
X =
nL + nR
2

which is distributed as a chi-square with 1 degree of freedom. Formula (4) does not show
directly whether there is left or right symmetry. Therefore for use as a coefficient of symmetry we express (4) in the form
(5)

S=

(nL  nR )
nL + nR

indicating left asymmetry if S > 0, and right asymmetry if S < 0, without evaluating its significance. Of course, any other coefficient that shows the direction of asymmetry and does not
allow 0 in the denominator would also be appropriate. Eliminating all cases of kanji having no
compounding, we obtained 1,934 cases for which we computed the mean asymmetry at each x
= 1,…,23. As shown in Figure 4, the results indicated that the greater the number of strokes,
the greater the left asymmetry of the kanji.
Table 3
Number of strokes of a kanji and its asymmetry
Number
of strokes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Formula (3)

Lin.reg.

Lin.reg.

-9.52823359
-0.93903791
-1.65643326
-0.81334384
-0.59039237
-0.37989045
0.02421970
0.20483855
-0.21886048
0.22139170

-2.431076
-2.240516
-2.049956
-1.859395
-1.668835
-1.478275
-1.287714
-1.097154
-0.906594
-0.716034

--------0.949802
-0.851436
-0.753069
-0.654703
-0.556337
-0.457970
-0.359604
-0.261237
-0.162871
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

-0.18819254
0.05195306
-0.00252829
0.28074040
0.28992592
0.02195363
-0.00939287
0.50832419
0.85177389
1.13805872
0.59888953
0.65786894
1.78854380

-0.525473
-0.334913
-0.144353
0.046208
0.236768
0.427328
0.617888
0.808449
0.999009
1.189569
1.380129
1.570690
1.761250
R = 0.3688
a = -2.6216
b = 0.1906

23

-0.064504
0.033862
0.132229
0.230595
0.328962
0.427328
0.525695
0.624061
0.722427
0.820794
0.919160
1.017527
1.115893
R = 0.7611
a = -1.1465
b = 0.0984

The values (number of strokes vs. formula (3)) are given in Table 3 (first three columns).
Again, x = 1 displays a fully anomal value and can be left out from further computation.
There are only two kanji with one stroke,  and . The kanji  is rather uncommon, occurring only 418 times in the Asahi Newspaper corpus of 287,792,797 words (Amano &
Kondo, 2000). This kanji only produced 11 two-kanji compound word-types with a joint
token frequency of 418 (this happened to be the same as the single kanji frequency); by contrast, the kanji  produces 381 two-kanji compound word-types with a joint token frequency
of 529,828 (Tamaoka & Makioka, 2004). This discrepancy of the two kanji with one stroke
created a deviated value of -9.52823359 in the formula (3). Excluding the case of these two
one-stroke kanji, we obtain a rather clearer picture in the fourth column of Table 3 and Figure
4. The F-test for linear regression is highly significant in both cases (with or without x = 1),
but we prefer the determination coefficient even if it is not so high (R = 0.76).

Figure 4. Kanji strokes vs. asymmetry (without x = 1)
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This result shows that the greater the number of strokes in a given target kanji, the more it
tends to produce two-kanji compound words by adding a kanji on the right side (with the
target kanji positioned on the left side). This tendency was called regressive compounding in
the kanji symmetry study of Tamaoka and Altmann (2004). In the case of a kanji with two
strokes, the kanji  meaning ‘big’ appears 503,023 times in the Asahi Newspaper (Amano &
Kondo, 2000). When this kanji is positioned on the right side, 399 two-kanji compound words
are produced by adding other kanji on the left side, e.g.  meaning ‘huge’. The same kanji
produces 70 different two-kanji compound words by adding other kanji on the right side, e.g.
 meaning ‘a university’. Roughly five times more compounds were produced when the
target kanji is positioned on the right side (adding kanji on the left side) than on the left side
(adding kanji on the right side). The token frequencies of these compounds show a similar
difference; left-side compounds occur 374,376 times and right-side compounds 128,647 times.
In the case of a kanji with many strokes, this tendency reverses. For example, the kanji 
meaning ‘warn’ or ‘admonish’ appears 91,377 times in the Asahi Newspaper. When this kanji
is positioned on the right side, 10 different two-kanji compound words are produced by adding other kanji on the left side; for instance  meaning ‘night watch’. The same kanji produces 27 different two-kanji compound words by adding other kanji on the right side, for
example  meaning ‘invasion’. The number of compounds for the left side position of the
target kanji (adding kanji on the right side) was 2.7 times greater than for the right side position of the target kanji (adding kanji on the left side). The difference in token frequencies of
these compounds is not so great but still maintains a similar trend: left-side compounds occur
66,454 times and right-side compounds occur 91,377 times.
Although this overall tendency of regressive compounding between kanji strokes and kanji
compositional or compounding asymmetry is clearly shown in Figure 4, it is a surprising
discovery which lacks a clear explanation.
5. Mathematical modelling for kanji strokes with multiple readings
Kanji pronunciations can be divided into two types: the On-reading derived from the original
Chinese pronunciation, and the Kun-reading originating from the Japanese way of reading
kanji (for details see Kaiho & Nomura, 1983; Morton & Sasanuma, 1984; Tamaoka, 1991,
2003, 2005a, 2005b; Wydell, Butterworth & Patterson, 1995; Wydell, Patterson & Humphreys, 1993). The mixture of material with two phonological origins created multiple pronunciations of a single Japanese kanji. In dispensing with the Chinese tones, and adapting
three different sound systems from China, the Japanese created a great number of multiple
readings for the kanji. According to the Database for the 1,945 Basic Japanese Kanji (2nd
edition) produced by Tamaoka, Kirsner, Yanase, Miyaoka and Kawakami (2002), the total
number of kanji which have only one pronunciation is 699 (667 kanji with a single Onreading and 32 kanji with a single Kun-reading). This is 35.94 percent of the 1,945 basic
Japanese kanji. Kanji which have only On- or only Kun-readings, regardless of the number of
pronunciations, total 779 (739 for On-reading and 40 for Kun-reading), or 40.05 percent of
the 1,945 basic Japanese kanji. In other words, although it is a commonly-held notion that a
kanji has both an On-reading and a Kun-reading, only 1,166 kanji or about 59.95 percent of
the 1,945 basic Japanese kanji have both types of pronunciations.
Starting from the well-known dependence between word length and word polysemy, we
conclude that the same relation must hold between the number of strokes (length) of a kanji
and the number of readings, which may be an analogue to polysemy. In Table 4 we see the
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relevant numbers based on 1,945 kanji (Tamaoka, et al., 2002). The usual relation is here (cf.
Köhler 1986); it can be derived from the differential equation (2) setting c = 0 :
(6)

y = ax-b .

In order to obtain a more solid result, we leave out all mean values based on less than 10 kanji
in each case of strokes, i.e. in Table 4, two kanji with 1 stroke, 5 kanji with 21 strokes, 2 kanji
with 22 strokes and 1 kanji with 23 strokes. A total of 10 kanji were excluded from the
calculation of Formula (6). Iterative computing of (6) yields
y = 3.6382x-0.2454
giving a preliminarily satisfactory result. Again, we would like to point out that the choice of
1,945 kanji is not random but is based on specific criteria. The graph of observed and computed values is in Figure 6.
Table 4
Dependence of the number of readings on the number of strokes
Number of
strokes
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Number of
kanji
2
12
30
66
93
111
141
187
179
199
195
199
147
105
104
68
34
33
21
11
5
2
1

Number of readings
(On + Kun)
5
36
95
153
220
258
305
398
379
410
396
431
296
199
180
142
57
64
30
21
9
5
1

Mean number
Computed
of readings
means (4)
2.50
3.00
3.07
3.17
2.78
2.32
2.59
2.37
2.45
2.32
2.34
2.16
2.26
2.13
2.18
2.12
2.12
2.06
2.07
2.02
2.03
1.98
2.17
1.94
2.01
1.90
1.90
1.87
1.73
1.84
2.09
1.82
1.68
1.79
1.94
1.77
1.43
1.74
1.91
1.80
2.50
1.00
a = 3.6382, b = 0.2454, R = 0.81

In order to show that this is parallel to Köhler’s approach, we draw the respective parts of
his scheme using our variables L-Strokes meaning the logarithm of stroke number and Lreadings meaning the logarithm of reading numbers. Since the relationship has a decreasing
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character, we use a negative proportionality coefficient –b and add a factor A representing the
specification requirement. The scheme is shown in Fig. 5.
L-Strokes

-b

L-Readings

A
Fig. 5. Systems theoretical scheme of the relationship between the number of strokes
and the number of readings of a kanji
The above scheme is analogous to that of the relationship between word length and meaning: in order to specify the meaning, one adds to the word an affix or another word (to build a
compound) or reduplicates it. In case of kanji, the reading will be more specific the more
complex the kanji is, i.e. the more elementary strokes it contains.
Using the above scheme we have
or

L-Readings = A – b(L-Strokes)
log y = A – b log x.

Taking antilogarithms and denoting eA = a, we obtain formula (6).

Figure 6. Kanji strokes with mean numbers of kanji readings
Thus, taking pairs of kanji properties and examining their links, we can discover a partial
coincidence with Kohler’s cycle; but in general we must expect also other types of relationships which are characteristic of kanji only. A more general view of this issue might be
achieved by incorporating analyses of Korean and even Assyrian script, both having analogous properties. In Köhler’s original self-regulating cycle, only four properties are set in
relation: frequency, length, polysemy and polytexty; and all are linked in the way given by
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formula (6). With the aid of Köhler’s cycle, formulas like (3) and (6) can be set up without the
use of differential equations; at the same time they yield a systems theoretical explanation.
The formulae express all the requirements imposed on language by its users (cf. Köhler 1986,
1987, 1990a,b,c, 2005). Usually they are captured by the parameters, which must be
interpreted; later on their value must be stated a priori.
6. Conclusions
It is known that word length is strongly related to frequency in many languages (e.g., Köhler
1986; Breiter 1994; Hammerl 1991; Leopold 2000; Miyajima 1992; Strauß, Grzybek, Altmann 2005). In the case of Japanese kanji, word length can be described as visual complexity
represented by kanji strokes which require drawing a whole picture of a kanji. The number of
kanji strokes is one of a kanji’s central properties. This study has investigated the relationships of the number of strokes in Japanese kanji to their printed frequencies of occurrence,
compositional asymmetry and kanji multiple readings. Distributions of kanji strokes in both
samples (the 1,945 basic kanji, and the 6,355 kanji appearing in the Asashi Newspaper between 1985 and 1998) produced a negative hypergeometric distribution. The distribution of
strokes of the 1,945 kanji with their printed frequencies is rather rhapsodic. Looking at the
relationship between kanji strokes and the kanji’s lexical compositional asymmetry uncovers
the interesting tendency of regressive compounding, which fits in with a previous proposal by
Tamaoka and Altmann (2004). It has been ascertained that the greater the number of strokes
in a kanji, the more strongly it tends to produce two-kanji compound words by adding a kanji
on the right side (i.e. with the target kanji positioned on the left side). Furthermore, we have
also examined the number of readings of a kanji in relation to the number of kanji strokes. A
kanji often has multiple On- and Kun-readings; but we found that the larger the number of
kanji strokes, the fewer the number of readings. In other words, the more visually complex the
kanji is, the more specialised its reading becomes. As such, the number of strokes, as one of
the central characteristics of the kanji, has close relationships with other properties of the
kanji: frequency, asymmetry and reading. The present study has demonstrated these relationships. Since the number of kanji strokes can be considered an integral feature of the system of morphemes and lexical properties, we suggest that further investigations into this area
will strongly enhance our overall picture of the mutual relationships among different
properties of the kanji.
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A Database of Two-Kanji Compound Words Featuring
Morphological Family, Morphological Structure, and
Semantic Category Data
Hisashi Masuda, Hiroshima Shudo University
Terry Joyce, Tokyo Institute of Technology1
Abstract: One of the most fundamental issues for all models of the mental lexicon is how to represent
essential information about the morphological structure of polymorphemic words. This paper describes
the construction of a large-scale database of two-kanji compound words, which supplements a central
component of data relating to 78,426 compound headwords from the Kōjien dictionary with several
components focusing on morphological family, morphological structure, and semantic category data.
The database will be a particularly valuable resource in terms of supporting and extending research into
the lexical retrieval and representation of two-kanji compound words within the Japanese mental
lexicon from the perspective of compound word morphology, such as the series of constituentmorpheme priming experiments (Joyce, 1999, 2002, 2003a, 2003b, 2004; Joyce & Masuda, 2004) that
are discussed briefly.

Keywords: Two-kanji compound words, morphological family, morphological structure
1 Introduction
As an important part of our linguistic knowledge, the representation of morphological information concerning the structure of polymorphemic words is a fundamental issue for all models of
the mental lexicon (e.g., Feldman, 1995; Jarema, Kehayia, & Libben, 1999; Sandra & Taft,
1994; Taft, 1991). This is clearly true not only because of the vast numbers of polymorphemic
words that exist in all languages and because of the relative ease with which language users
produce and comprehend both existing and novel forms (Sandra, 1994), but also because the
issue has profound implications for lexical processing and for the organization of lexical
representations within the mental lexicon.
Indeed, the involvement of morphological information in the mental lexicon has been one
of the most researched and debated topics within visual word recognition research over the last
30 years or so. The debate has focused mainly on comparing competing models of lexical representation and their assumptions concerning lexical processing. For example, in contrast to
full-listing models (e.g., Butterworth, 1983), that assign no role to morphology, decomposed
storage models, such as the extremely influential ‘prefix-stripping’ model of Taft and Forster
1
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(1975, 1976), regard morphological parsing as an obligatory stage in lexical access. Occupying
the middle ground, there are also models that propose the existence of both whole-word and
morpheme representations, but which adopt different approaches to lexical access, such as the
augmented addressed morphology model (Caramazza, Laudanna, & Romani, 1988) and the
parallel dual route model of morphological processing (Schreuder & Baayen, 1995), which
both assume separate parsing routes, or the multilevel interactive- activation framework (Taft,
1991; 1994), which treats morpheme representations as intermediate-level units.
While most of this research has been concerned primarily with the inflectional and derivational morphology of relatively few languages, such as English, Italian, and Dutch, that all use
alphabetic writing systems, research into the nature of morphological involvement within the
Japanese mental lexicon can undoubtedly make very valuable contributions to this body of
research for two simple but extremely important reasons. The first reason relates the complex
nature of the Japanese writing system which, in addition to two syllabographic, or more precisely moraic, kana scripts, continues to extensively use kanji, which are most appropriately
characterized as a morphographic writing system. The second reason is that, because of extensive lexical borrowing from Chinese and native word-formation processes, compounding is
highly productive in Japanese (Kageyama, 1982), with the two-kanji compound word being the
most common word structure in the Japanese language (Nomura, 1988; Yokosawa & Umeda,
1988). Apart from a few notable exceptions (e.g., Hirose, 1992; Joyce, 1999, 2002, 2004; Joyce
& Masuda, 2004; Tamaoka & Hatsuzuka, 1998), however, there has, rather surprisingly, been
relatively little research that has focused specifically on the lexical retrieval and representation
of two-kanji compound words within the Japanese mental lexicon from the perspective of compound word morphology. While the relative lack of research into the morphological aspects of
two-kanji compound words may simply be because researchers have been preoccupied with
orthographic (e.g., Kawakami, 1997, 2000; Ogawa & Saito, 2001) and phonological (e.g.,
Fushimi, Ijuin, Patterson, & Tatsumi, 1999; Masuda, 2002a; Wydell, Patterson, & Humphreys,
1993) aspects, we believe that it also reflects the fact that there have been very few databases
dedicated to the lexical properties of two-kanji compound words and, in particular, large-scale
databases featuring morphological family and structure data.
This paper reports on the construction of a database of two-kanji compound words featuring morphological family, morphological structure, and semantic category data,2 which the
present authors are building in order to conduct, and hopefully encourage, further research into
the morphological aspects of two-kanji compound words in the Japanese mental lexicon. A
central component of the database is a list of 78,426 two-kanji compound-word headwords, of
which both constituents belong to the 2,965 Japanese Industrial Standard level 1 (JIS1) kanji
list, that was extracted from Kōjien, an authoritative desktop dictionary of the Japanese language (Shinmura, 1995). The database also consists of a number of other components that
emphasize various morphological and semantic aspects of two-kanji compound words. After
briefly discussing the theoretical implications of extending the concepts of orthographic neighbors (Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977) and morphological families (Schreuder
& Baayen, 1997) to the Japanese writing system, Part 2 of the paper introduces the morphological family data components of the database, which combine counts for the Kōjien list with
usage-based cumulative frequency data (Joyce & Ohta, 2002). Part 3 starts with a selective
review of some studies employing the constituent-morpheme priming paradigm before outlining the morphological structure components of the database. In addition to noting word2

The database of two-kanji compound words featuring morphological family, morphological structure, and
semantic category data (version 1.0) may be accessed at the following websites: http://ns1.shudo-u.ac.jp/~hmasuda/cwdb.htm or http://www.valdes.titech.ac.jp/~terry/cwd.html. As detailed in this paper, and at the
websites, the database presently consists of a number of Excel files which may be downloaded for research
purposes, on the condition that use of the database is acknowledged by citing this article.
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formation classification data collected by the second author, Part 3 introduces the first stage of
an ongoing large-scale psychological survey concerning native Japanese speaker awareness for
the morphological structure of the two-kanji compound words. Finally, Part 4 briefly describes
the inclusion of semantic category data for 24,519 two-kanji compound words based on the
National Institute for Japanese Language’s (2004) recently revised word list according to
semantic principle.
2 Morphological Family Data
There is considerable evidence suggesting that recognition of a target word is influenced by
orthographically similar words, usually referred to as orthographic neighbors (Coltheart et al.,
1977), and by morphologically-related or family words (Schreuder & Baayen, 1997). Much of
the research into neighborhood effects has adopted Coltheart et al.’s (1977) straightforward
definition of an orthographic neighbor—any word that can be generated by changing just one
letter of a given word while preserving letter positions (e.g., mice and race are both neighbors
of rice), with the neighborhood being the set of such neighbors. However, while this definition
is simple enough, there has been much controversy surrounding neighborhood effects, especially over whether these are inhibitory or facilitatory in nature (e.g., Andrews, 1992; Grainger,
1990). In contrast to the purely visual overlap of orthographic neighbors, Schreuder and Baayen’s (1997) notion of morphological family recognizes the semantic connections between sets
of words sharing a constituent morpheme. Accordingly, a morphological family includes singular and plural forms (e.g., table, tables), as well as words sharing a stem formed either by
derivation (tablet, tabular) or compounding (tablespoon, timetable). Looking at word frequency effects for monomorphemic, or simplex, Dutch nouns, Schreuder and Baayen reported
an effect of morphological family size, but not for cumulative family frequency; a finding that
has also been observed for English simplex nouns (Baayen, Lieber, & Schreuder, 1997).
Although the notion of orthographic neighbors has been extended to two-kanji compound
words (e.g., Kawakami, 1997, 2000; Saito, 1997), in an analogy of equating ‘one letter’ with
‘one character’, as Joyce and Ohta (2002) point out, the analogy completely overlooks the fact
that orthographically letters and characters function at different levels. In contrast to cenemic,
or phonographic, writing systems where the graphic units represent either phonemes (i.e., alphabetic letters), or syllable-/mora-sized phonological units (i.e., Japanese kana), the graphic
units of pleremic writing systems are semantically-informed denoting both sounds and meanings, which is the case with kanji (Coulmas 1996; Haas, 1976, 1983). While the term logographic is often used for kanji, this is undoubtedly misleading for it implies that only lexemes
are represented and, as Joyce and Ohta suggest, a far more accurate term is morphographic,
reflecting the fact that kanji represent both free and bound morphemes. In this light, we believe that morphological family is the more appropriate concept for thinking about the relationships between a set of two-kanji compound words that have a constituent kanji in common.3
Setting aside such theoretical issues for the moment, we turn now to introduce our morphological family data. There are a couple of important differences between Kawakami’s

3

While claiming that morphological family is the appropriate concept for the Japanese writing system, we
acknowledge that our database only covers the two-kanji compound words members of a family. Complete family
data would also include the frequencies of a morpheme as a word stem (i.e., in verbs, such as 化 as the stem of 化
ける /bakeru/ ‘turn, change’) and as constituents of longer compound words (i.e., 化 as a suffix of the meaning
‘-ize’ in 近代化 /kindaika/ ‘modernize’).
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(1997, 2000) data, a similar database by Ogawa, Saito, and Yanase (2005),4 and the morphological family data components of our database that require some comment. The first major
difference is that while Kawakami and Ogawa et al. only present data based on the Kōjien
dictionary (editions 4 and 5, respectively), our database also includes usage-based type and
token counts (Joyce & Ohta, 2002). For example, the corresponding counts in Ogawa et al.’s
database, referred to as companions, are based solely on the Kōjien list of 78,426 two-kanji
compound words, but the problem with only having dictionary-based counts is that the counts
can be inflated by rarely used words. While highlighting the difficult issues faced by researchers seeking to quantify the mental lexicon, the inclusion of low-frequency words entails, at least
implicitly, the untenable assumption that they are actually stored in the average mental lexicon.
Accordingly, our database provides both Kōjien-based counts and usage- based counts (Joyce
& Ohta, 2002) to assist interested researchers in making the appropriate comparisons.
The second significant difference relates to the sources and use of frequency data. While
Kawakami (2000) provides cumulative frequency data for constituent kanji (but not frequency
data for the compound words themselves) based on the floppy disk version (1997) of the
National Language Research Institute’s (NLRI) (1962) magazine survey, Ogawa et al. (2005)
provide compound word frequency data (but not cumulative frequency data for constituents)
based on the NLRI’s (1970) newspaper survey. However, the major concern with both of these
as appropriate measures of present-day word frequencies stems from the fact that the relevant
surveys were conducted more than 35 years ago and at least a decade prior to the promulgation
in 1981 of the Jōyō Kanji List, the official guideline specifying 1,945 kanji for daily use. In
contrast, our database has both compound word frequency and cumulative constituent kanji
frequency data that Joyce and Ohta (2002) compiled from a six-year period (1993-1998) of
newspaper frequency data included in the NTT database (Amano & Kondō, 2000).
Table 1
Morphological Family Data for the First Five JIS1 Kanji as a Function of Position

Code
16-01
16-02
16-03
16-04
16-05

Kanji
亜
唖
娃
阿
哀

First constituent
K
U-TTy U-ATy
16 10
5.5
6
1
1.0
0
0
0
39 7
3.8
29 18
13

U-ATo
63.5
9.2
0
12.3
138

Second constituent
K
U-TTy U-ATy
5
3
3.0
3
2
1.0
0
0
0
10 0
0
1
1
1.1

U-ATo
55.2
2.0
0
0
46.3

Note: K = morphological family count based on the Kōjien list; U-TTy = the total type count based on
usage (Joyce & Ohta, 2002); U-ATy = the average type count based on usage; U-ATo = average token
count based on usage. This table is based on the presentation of the data in the ‘Morphological family
data-Constituents’ Excel file.

Table 1 shows morphological family counts for the first five JIS1 kanji as a function of
their position within compound words. Sorted according to the kuten code for the JIS1 kanji,
the morphological family data consists of four kinds of data for the kanji as a first constituent
of two-kanji compounds words and the corresponding counts as the second constituent. The
4

Ogawa et al’s (2005) database would seem to be more focused on the constituent kanji and, particularly,
their pronunciations, rather than on the two-kanji compound words themselves. Their notion of phonological
neighbors, based on the pronunciations of the constituent kanji, is certainly much more restrictive than what the
traditional definition would encompass.
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first family count (K) is the type count based for the Kōjien list after adjustment for
orthographic repetitions.5 The remaining three counts are usage-based cumulative frequency
counts calculated by Joyce and Ohta (2002).6 The first (U-TTy) is the total type count for the
six-year period, while the second (U-ATy) is the average type count over the period. The last
count (U-ATo) is the average token count.
Table 2
Morphological Family Data for 亜 as First Constituent
First constituent

Compound

Pronunciation

亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜
亜

亜鉛
亜欧
亜科
亜綱
亜将
亜流
亜種
亜聖
亜相
亜族
亜炭
亜父
亜麻
亜目
亜門
亜鈴
16

あえん
あおう
あか
あこう
あしょう
ありゅう
あしゅ
あせい
あしょう
あぞく
あたん
あふ
あま
あもく
あもん
あれい

Usage
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
10

U-ATy
1.00
0.17
0.17
0.17
0
1.00
0.83
0
0
0
0
0
0.33
0.50
1.00
0.33
5.5

U-ATo
34.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0
9.17
7.83
0
0
0
0
0
0.33
0.50
10.5
0.50
63.5

Note: Usage indicates whether the compound word is included in the usage counts (Joyce & Ohta,
2002); U-ATy = average type count (max. 1.00); U-ATo = average token count. This table is based on
the presentation of the data in the ‘Morphological family data-Compound words-First’ Excel file.

Table 2 presents part of the morphological family data for 亜 /a/ ‘come after; sub-; Asia’,
showing the 16 two-kanji compound word members of which 亜 is the first constituent, together with their pronunciations. As it is difficult to present both sides of a constituent kanji’s
complete morphological family in a single Excel file, the full family listings are split between
two files (‘Morphological Family Data-First constituent’ and Morphological Family DataSecond constituent’). The usage column indicates whether the compound word is included in
5

Because Kōjien treats cases where an identical orthographic form is associated with more than one
pronunciation or more than one meaning as separate headwords, the total of 78,426 must be adjusted when
counting words based on orthographic form. Adjusting for orthographic repetitions (7,614 types and 17,048
tokens), the total number of orthographic types is actually 68,992.
6
It should be noted that Joyce and Ohta (2002) excluded proper nouns from their data. Although the
treatment of proper nouns is problematic, especially for kanji, they were omitted because proper nouns are not
normally used in word recognition research and because of their special distributional characteristics (while proper
nouns represented 49% of the type counts in the newspaper corpus, they only accounted for about 13% of the
tokens).
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Joyce and Ohta’s counts, while U-ATy and U-ATo are the average type and the average token
counts over the six-year period, respectively. The average type count indicates how frequently
the particular compound word appeared over the 6-year period of the newspaper corpus; so,
for example, 1.00 means every year, while 0.5 indicates that the compound word appeared in
three out of the six years. Note that the total line in Table 2 corresponds to the first constituent
counts for 亜 in Table 1.
3 Morphological Structure Data
One of the most useful experimental paradigms for investigating the extent of morphological
involvement in the lexical retrieval and representation of polymorphemic words, particularly
compound words, within the mental lexicon is what has been referred to as constituentmorpheme priming—comparing the facilitation on lexical decision responses to a compound
word due to prior presentation of a constituent morpheme relative to a control condition (Joyce,
2002; see also Drews, 1996).7 The constituent-morpheme priming paradigm has been used to
investigate compound words in a number of European languages. For instance, Monsell (1985)
has employed the paradigm in a study of both semantically- transparent (e.g., tightrope) and
opaque (e.g., butterfly) English compound words, finding facilitation in both constituent prime
conditions for both types of compounds. Sandra (1990) has also used a variation of the paradigm, presenting primes that are associatively related to a constituent, in a study of Dutch
compound words. However, while he also observed facilitation for both constituent conditions
for semantically-transparent compounds, there was no priming for opaque compounds. More
recently, Kehayia, Jarema, Tsapkini, Perlak, Ralli, and Kadzielawa (1999) have conducted constituent-morpheme priming experiments with transparent noun-noun and adjective-noun compound words in Greek and Polish, reporting priming for both constituent conditions in both
languages.
The constituent-morpheme priming paradigm has also been employed in a series of studies
that specifically address the nature of lexical retrieval and representation of two-kanji compound words within the Japanese mental lexicon from a morphological perspective (Joyce,
1999, 2002, 2003a, 2003b; Joyce & Masuda, 2004). Given the rich diversity in the morphological structure of two-kanji compound words, which must be captured by models of the Japanese mental lexicon, Joyce (1999, 2002) investigated the patterns of constituent-morpheme
priming across five word-formation principles. 8 The principle conditions were modifier +
modified (M+M) (e.g., 山桜 /yamazakura/ ‘mountain cherry’), verb + complement (V+C)
(e.g., 登山 /tozan/ ‘mountain climbing’), complement + verb (C+V) (e.g., 外食 /gaishoku/
‘eat out’), associative pairs (AP) (e.g., 男女 /danjo/ ‘man and woman’), and synonymous pairs
(SP) (e.g., 山岳 /sangaku/ ‘mountains’). Across two experiments varying the stimulus onset
asynchronicity (SOA) between the primes and target compound words, the results were very
consistent, with both constituent conditions facilitating lexical decision responses across all
7

The constituent-morphemic priming paradigm may be seen as a version of what is sometimes referred to
as (partial) repetition priming, particularly in studies of derivational morphology. For instance, Fowler, Napps, and
Feldman (1985) use the term repetition priming in their study that showed that affixed words (e.g., unhappy)
facilitate responses to the word stem alone (e.g., happy) at similar levels to the repetition condition.
8
While a number of classifications of the word-formation principles, or morphological structure, exist (e.g.,
Kageyama, 1982; Nomura, 1988), most recognize about nine main types. The other principles of affixation,
repetition, abbreviation, and phonetic borrowing are, however, for varying reasons less suitable for the
constituent-morpheme priming paradigm.
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five word-formation conditions and, in the majority of cases, at similar levels, clearly suggesting that morphological information plays an important role in the lexical retrieval of
two-kanji compound words.
The results also indicated a possible effect of verbal morphology, because the only
word-formation condition with a significant difference between the first and second constituent
conditions was in the V+C condition, where responses in the verbal constituent condition were
faster. To further investigate that possibility, Joyce (2003a; 2003b) calculated positional ratios
(PR) (i.e., how often a given kanji appears as the first constituent or as the second), based on
the cumulative frequency data (Joyce & Ohta, 2002) discussed in Part 2, in order to contrast
low and high PRs for the verbal constituents of V+C and C+V compound words. The main
finding from those experiments was a reversed pattern of priming across the high-PR V+C
and C+V compound word conditions; with greater priming for the verbal constituents than for
the respective complement conditions. Additional evidence for the notion of verb morphology
effects has also come from a recent experiment conducted by Joyce and Masuda (2004), with
three short SOA conditions (60 ms, 150 ms, and 250 ms) to examine the time courses of morphological and semantic activation for two-kanji compound words, where again a reversed
pattern of priming was observed between the V+C and C+V compound words across the two
shortest SOA conditions.
This series of constituent-morpheme priming experiments, providing important evidence
concerning the involvement of morphological information within the Japanese mental lexicon,
has relied on the results of word-formation classification surveys conducted by the second
author to establish the experimental contrasts between the word-formation conditions. While
there is generally clear consensus about the various word-formation principles, the task of
classifying a given two-kanji compound word under the appropriate principle can be more
problematic. Accordingly, the surveys collected native Japanese speaker evaluations (on a 7point scale) concerning the appropriateness of classifying a given two-kanji compound word
according to a particular word-formation principle for a corpus of 1,561 two-kanji compound
words.9 The obtained classification evaluations are included in the present database as part of
the morphological structure data component. Table 3 shows 10 example compound words,
two from each of the five word-formation principles, with high classification evaluations.
Table 3
Examples of Two-Kanji Compound Words
with High Word-Formation Classification Evaluations
Compound word

Word-formation principle

Classification Evaluation

暖冬
旧友
飲酒
乗馬
急増
早退
男女

Modifier + modified
Modifier + modified
Verb + complement
Verb + complement
Complement + verb
Complement + verb
Associative pairs

7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
6.9

9

/dantō/ ‘mild winter’
/kyūyū/ ‘old friend’
/inshu/ ‘drink alcohol’
/jōba/ ‘horse riding’
/kyūzō/ ‘rapid increase’
/sōtai/ ‘leave early’
/danjo/ ‘man and woman’

Joyce and Ohta (1999) report on the first survey which included 200 compound words for each of five
word-formation principles (1,000 compound words in total), and the classification evaluations for the additional
561 items (97 M+M, 205 V+C, 176 C+V, and 83 SP compound words) were collected in two smaller unpublished
surveys.
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左右 /sayū/ ‘left and right’
河川 /kasen/ ‘rivers’
燃焼 /nenshō/ ‘combustion’

Associative pairs
Synonymous pairs
Synonymous pairs

37
6.9
6.8
6.8

Note: Participants were asked to evaluation the appropriateness on classifying the compound words
according to a particular principle on a 7-point scale, with 1 representing bad examples and 7 good
examples. This table is based on the presentation of the data in the ‘Word-formation principle
classifications’ Excel file.

While these word-formation classification evaluations have proved to be extremely
valuable in supporting the series of Japanese constituent-morpheme priming experiments,
they are not, however, without certain limitations. Principal among these is the fact that the
corpus of 1,561 compound words only covers a small proportion of all two-kanji compound
words. Moreover, because the word-formation classification surveys focused on relatively
high-familiarity two-kanji compound words that are quite transparent semantically,10 the
word-formation classification data alone cannot be used to investigate the extent of morphological involvement in the processing of low-familiarity and semantically-opaque twokanji compound words. Accordingly, the present authors have recently started conducting a
large-scale psychological survey about native Japanese speaker awareness for the morphological structure of two-kanji compound words, in order to support further visual word recognition research into the morphological aspects of two-kanji compound words. The results
of our first morphological structure survey involving 11,308 two-kanji compound words,
which will be supplemented with future survey results, form the core of the morphological
structure component of the database.
The morphological structure survey corpus consists of 11,308 two-kanji compound
words selected from the Kōjien headword list, of which both constituents belong to the 1,945
Jōyō kanji list, and have an average frequency of 10 or more over a six-year period of
newspaper articles. These compound words were divided into 11 lists (1,028 words per list),
and all 11 lists were presented to the native Japanese speaker participants. In contrast to the
simpler task in the word-formation classification surveys, where the respondents were merely
asked to evaluate the appropriateness of classifying a particular compound word according to a
single principle, in this survey respondents were asked to classify the compound words
according to five morphological structure categories (M+M, V+C, C+V, SP, and other), and in
the cases of the first four categories to evaluate the appropriateness of the classification on a
5-point scale (with 1 corresponding to ‘fits this category more than the others’ and 5 corresponding to ‘definitely this category’). Respondents were also asked to evaluate their familiarity for the pronunciation of the compound word on a 3-point scale (0 = ‘not known’, 1 =
‘known - low confidence’, and 2 = ‘known - high confidence’). The participants in the first
stage of the survey were 9 native Japanese undergraduate and graduate students, who were paid
a fee for their efforts. The participants were requested to complete one list of classifications and
evaluations a day over an 11-day period, with the presentation order for the lists being counter-balanced among the respondents.
Table 4 shows the numbers of two-kanji compound words classified under the same
principle by more than 50 percent of the respondents as a function of morphological structure
10

Although some of the V+C and C+V compound words have familiarity ratings of 5.0 or above according
to the NTT database (Amano & Kondō, 1999), the majority of the surveyed compound words have ratings over 5.5
(on 7-point scales). The generally high classification scores for most of the compound words also indicate these
compound words are rather semantically-transparent.
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category. In total, 7,593 compound words (67.1% of the 11,308 corpus items) were classified
under the same principle by more than 50 percent of the respondents. However, looking at this
result from the other perspective, the fact that 3,715 compound words (32.9%) were not
consistently classified clearly indicates that the classification task is quite difficult, and that
there are relatively few words for which there is a clear consensus about the morphological
structure among native Japanese speakers.
Table 4
The Numbers of Two-Kanji Compound Words Classified under the Same Principle by More
than 50 Percent of the Respondents as a Function of Morphological Structure Category
Morphological
structure
M+M
V+C
C+V
SP
Other

Example
熱風
止血
骨折
金銭
白黒

Number
4,596
1,047
1,240
95
615

Percentage
40.6
9.3
11.0
0.8
5.4

Appropriateness
rating
4.06
4.07
3.81
3.75
-

Pronunciation
familiarity
1.98
1.97
1.96
1.96
1.91

These points are also reflected in the average appropriateness ratings, presented in Table 4,
which show that the respondents did not always have full confidence in their classifications
across all the morphological structure categories. It is interesting to note in this context, that
apart for a few exceptions, the respondents highly rated their familiar for the pronunciations of
the compound words; with 9,605 compound words (84.9%) being rated known with high
confidence by all respondents and no items had an average rating of less than 1.11 Clearly,
however, the level of familiarity for the compound words themselves was not a factor behind
the general lack of consensus concerning the morphological structure of the compound words.
These findings suggest that, similar to the semantic transparency-opaqueness continuum, the
distinctions between morphological structure categories are not based on clear discrete boundaries, and that native Japanese speaker awareness for the morphological structures of two-kanji
compound words is actually quite fuzzy in nature.
Table 5 shows examples of the morphological structure data component of the database,
based on the respondent data collected to date.12 The table includes five high and five low
frequency (based on average newspaper counts) compound words together with the morphological structure classifications (% of respondents), the average appropriateness ratings, and
pronunciation familiarity ratings. This morphological structure data will be very useful in
supporting further research into the involvement of morphological information in the lexical
retrieval and representation of two-kanji compound words, particularly research focusing on
the interactions between familiarity, semantic transparency, and morphological structure.

11

There are two possible factors behind the high pronunciation familiarity ratings; one is that the minimum
average newspaper frequency of 10 is quite high, and the second is that because the survey compound words
consist of Jōyō kanji, the ratings may be reflecting familiarity for the constituent readings more than for the
pronunciation of the compound word.
12
For the first stage of the morphological structure survey, we sought to establish a large survey corpus, but
this has, inevitably, involved fewer respondents. The morphological structure component of the database at the
websites will be regularly updated as new survey data is processed.

Table 5
Examples of the Morphological Structure Data Component of the Database with Average Frequency Counts, Percentages of Respondents
Classifying the Compound Words under a Morphological Structure Category and Average Appropriateness Ratings, Together with Pronunciation
Familiarity Ratings
Average
Compound Frequency
22,168
問題
16,856
政府
14,956
首相
11,783
昨年
11,339
企業
10
余熱
10
両様
10
老境
10
論集
10
和合

M+M
22.2
66.7
33.3
88.9
33.3
33.3
66.7
66.7
33.3
0

Morphological structure (%)
V+C
C+V
SP
Others
33.3
0
11.1
0
33.3
33.3
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
11.1
11.1
11.1
11.1
55.6
33.3

0
11.1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
33.3

44.4
22.2
55.6
11.1
22.2
22.2
22.2
22.2
11.1
33.3

Average appropriateness rating
M+M
V+C
C+V
SP

Pronunciation
familiarity

4.5
4.0
4.3
4.3
3.7
3.7
4.0
3.7
3.7
-

1.9
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.7
2.0
1.9

4.0
4.0
4.0
2.3
-

4.0
2.0
4.0
2.0
3.8
3.3

1.0
2.3

4 Semantic Category Data
Complementing the morphological family data outlined in Part 2, which emphasizes shared
constituent morphemes, and the morphological structure data described in Part 3, concerned
with the relationships between constituent morphemes, the semantic category data in the
present database focuses on compound word meaning. Specifically, this component of the
database consists of semantic category codes from the National Institute for Japanese Language’s (NIJL) (2004) semantically-classified word list for 24,519 two-kanji compound words
(35.54% of the 68,992 Kōjien orthographic words).
The NIJL (2004) word list classifies approximately 96,000 modern Japanese words and
expressions according to 895 semantic categories. In addition to semantic themes, such as
abstract relations, human activity, and products and implements, the words are also classified in
terms of word class, distinguishing nouns, verbs, modifiers, and other parts of speech, with the
corresponding codes prefixed with 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. In order to add these codes the
present database, the two-kanji compound word entries in the NIJL word list were input into an
Excel file together with the corresponding code (or codes in the cases of polysemous words).
Although NIJL entries consisting of a two-kanji compound word and the dummy verb する
/suru/ ‘do’ were included, phrasal entries (i.e., where the compound word was part of a longer
expression) were not. As a result of comparing this list with the Kōjien compound words, it was
found that 24,519 of the Kōjien items are assigned a semantic category code in the NIJL word
list.
Table 6
Examples of Two-Kanji Compound Words in Semantic Sub-Categories Adjacent to the
Sub-Category 1.5110.15 Containing the Compound Word 亜鉛 /aen/ ‘Zinc’
Category Code

Two-Kanji Compound Word Members

1.5110 元素 ‘elements’
1.5110.09
鉄分 鋼鉄
1.5110.10
水銀
1.5110.15
亜鉛
1.5110.25
黄燐 赤燐
1.5110.26
硫黄

砂鉄

銑鉄

鋳鉄

鉄鋼

軟鉄

練鉄

錬鉄

Note: The table only includes the nearest sub-categories (two prior and two subsequent) to the
sub-category 1.5110.15 that have two-kanji compound word members. This table is based on the
presentation of the data in the ‘Semantic category data-Category’ Excel file.

These two-kanji compound words are listed together with the codes in the ‘Semantic
category data-Compounds’ file at the database web site. Table 6 presents examples of compound words in the neighboring sub-categories to the sub-category 1.5110.15 which contains
the compound word 亜鉛 /aen/ ‘zinc’. The semantic category code data makes it easy to
group these two-kanji compound words by general semantic themes, opening up interesting
possibilities for investigating the contribution that compound word meaning makes to the word
recognition process and how this interacts with the meanings of the constituents according to
the morphological structure of the compound words. For instance, Masuda (2002b) has re-
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ported that both 信号 /shingō/ ‘signal’ and 信仰 /shinkō/ ‘faith, belief, creed’, which both
have 信 /shin/ ‘believe’ as a constituent, facilitated responses to 宗教 /shūkyō/ ‘religion’.
While the phonological overlap between these primes may have been a factor in those results,
the semantic category data would be very useful in teasing apart the orthographic, phonological
and semantic contributions to the visual word recognition of compound words, because
although both 信 仰 and 宗 教 are classified under the category 1.3047 信 仰 ・ 宗 教
‘faith/religion’, 信号 is classified under the different category of 1.3121 合図 ‘sign/signal’.
In summary, this paper has reported on the construction of large-scale database of
two-kanji compound words, highlighting in particular the morphological family data, the
morphological structure data and the semantic category data components of the database. The
authors are building this database to support and extend research into the lexical retrieval and
representation of two-kanji compound words within the Japanese mental lexicon from the
perspective of compound word morphology, such as the series of constituent-morpheme
priming experiments discussed, in the hope of deepening our understanding of how morphological information relating the structures of polymorphemic words is represented within
the mental lexicon.
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A Corpus Investigation of the Right-hand Head Rule
Applied to Japanese Affixes 1
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Abstract: The present study investigates differences between Japanese prefixes and suffixes using
editions of the Asashi Newspaper published between 1985 and 1998 (Amano & Kondo, 2000). The
right-hand head rule (e.g., Kageyama, 1982; Kageyama, 1999; Namiki, 1982; Nishigauchi, 2004; Williams, 1981) predicts that prefixes would be attached to a wide variety of nouns while suffixes would
be regularly attached to a smaller group of nouns. Twenty-four frequently-used affixes consisting of
12 prefixes and 12 suffixes were compared according to 7 corpus features, including printed-frequency,
productivity, accumulative productivity, commonality, coalescence degree, Herdan’s logarithmic function of type-token ratio (log TTR), and entropy. Although a series of Mann-Whitney U-tests calculated for the six corpus features of printed-frequency, productivity, accumulative productivity, commonality, coalescence degree and log TTR did not reveal any differences between the 12 prefixes and
the 12 suffixes, the t-test for entropy indicated a significant difference. This suggests that the prefixes
were more randomly or chaotically attached to nouns than the suffixes. Although the present findings
are limited only to the selected 24 affixes, the result supported the right-hand head rule.

Keywords: Japanese affix, prefix, suffix, right-hand head rule, coalescence degree, Herdan’s
logarithmic function of type-token ratio (log TTR), entropy
1. Background of Japanese prefixes and suffixes
In general, there are three types of morphological word formation: compounding, derivation,
and inflection (Kageyama, 1993). Morphological elements having independent units of meaning are called ‘bases’, while those that are connected to bases are called ‘affixes’. Furthermore,
there are four types of affixes in the languages of the world: ‘prefixes’, which are placed at
the head of the base (e.g. dis in ‘dislike’ in English); ‘infixes’, which appear within a word
(e.g. um in ‘kumain’ for ‘ate’ in Tagalog), ‘suffixes’ which are added to the end of the base
(e.g. er in ‘reporter’ in English), and ‘circumfixes’ (e.g. baik meaning ‘good’, and kebaikan
‘goodness’ in Indonesian). The only two types of affixes used in modern Japanese are prefixes and suffixes. For example, the Japanese prefix  meaning ‘un-’ is added to 
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meaning ‘natural’, creating the morphologically complex word  meaning ‘unnatural’.
Similarly, another prefix  meaning ‘whole’ is added to the base  ‘world’, producing the
word  meaning ‘whole world’. An example of a suffix is  which forms an adjective;
it can be added to the end of the base  ‘construction’ to create a compound word 
‘constructive’. Similarly, the suffix  forms a noun, so that when it is added to the end of the
base  ‘safe’ becomes the compound word  meaning ‘safety’.
Nomura (1977) explained that the base is the semantic core element of a word, while the
affix element adds meaning to the base and determines its grammatical category. Thus, the
base can stand alone as a word, but the affix cannot be a word by itself. In previous studies
(e.g., Kageyama, 1999; Nomura, 1977), it has been shown that prefixes add meaning to the
base without changing the grammatical category, whereas suffixes not only add meaning but
may also change the grammatical category of the base. For instance,  ‘whole world’ is
composed of the prefix  ‘whole’ and the noun  ‘world’: the attachment of a prefix to
the noun does not result in a change in grammatical category. On the other hand, the suffix 
in  ‘constructive’ changes the noun  ‘construction’ into an adjective. Thus, the
hypothesis proposed by Williams (1981) that the right-hand side of a complex word determines the grammatical category of the word holds true not only for English but also for Japanese. This tendency is often referred to as the right-hand head rule (e.g., Kageyama, 1982;
Kageyama, 1999; Namiki, 1982; Nishigauchi, 2004). This key difference between prefixes and
suffixes may also affect the extent to which they co-occur with various nouns in printed-frequency. Prefixes do not change the grammatical category of the nouns to which they are attached, so they may be attached to a wide variety of nouns. By contrast, some suffixes change
the grammatical category of a noun; this limits the range of nouns with which they may
appear and results in the regular combination of a small group of certain suffixes and nouns.
In his seminal work, A Mathematical Theory of Communication (1948), American mathematician Claude Elwood Shannon (1916-2001) first developed the concepts of entropy and
redundancy for information processing. Entropy is an index of the degree of disorder or
chaos; redundancy refers to the degree of superfluousness. Since these two concepts can be
applied to a wide range of corpus sizes, characteristics of prefix and suffix attachments to a
variety of nouns can be directly compared (for details, see Hori, 1979 and Kaiho, 1989; for an
example of an actual corpus study which applied these concepts, see Tamaoka, Miyaoka &
Lim, 2003; Tamaoka, Lim & Sakai, 2004). Therefore, the present study utilizes the index of
entropy to analyze co-occurring frequencies of affixes and nouns, hypothesizing that prefixes
show higher entropy since they would be expected to be attached to a wider variety of nouns.
2. Selection of prefixes and suffixes
In the present study, 12 prefixes and 12 suffixes, all commonly used, were compared. The
prefixes were  ‘big’,  ‘un-’,  ‘un-’,  ‘new’,  ‘first’,  ‘un-’,  ‘whole’,  ‘re-’,
 ‘super’,  ‘anti’,  ‘not yet’,  ‘every’. The suffixes were  ‘-tive/-like’,  ‘person’,
 ‘nature’,
‘studies’,  ‘characteristic’,  ‘theory/-logy’,
‘-ist’,
‘manner/style’, 
‘world’,  ‘style’,  ‘state’,  ‘use’. Since these target affixes are the most commonly-seen
items, they were sufficient to investigate the actual usage of Japanese affixes in a corpus. The
simple printed-frequencies of the 24 kanji symbols used for the affixes are shown in Table 1.
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3. Identifying prefix, suffix and base
There are some unresolved issues regarding the definitions of the prefix, suffix, and base in
Japanese. The present study defines a base as an element that can be a single word by itself.
Therefore, an element without an affix is presented in a single kanji. For instance the word
 meaning ‘new generation’ is composed of the noun  ‘generation’ attached to the
prefix
‘new’. In this case,  is the base, as it can stand as a single word without the prefix. The base is easy to identify in this example, since  is a two-kanji compound word.
However, the base in an example such as  ‘stock’ is more difficult to identify. Because
the single kanji
can be found in the dictionary as a single word meaning ‘stump’ or ‘stock’,
the present study interpreted the word  in such a way that  is the suffix while
serves
as the base. This is not to suggest that  can always be identified as a suffix, as by itself 
also means ‘ceremony’. Accordingly, in the word   meaning ‘graduation ceremony’, 
is not considered to be a suffix. In the same way, the suffix ‘’ has two meanings of ‘state’
and ‘letter’ when standing alone; only  meaning ‘state’ is considered a suffix in the present
study.
Some single-kanji affixes have more than one pronunciation. For instance,  meaning
‘big’ is pronounced in two ways: /dai/ in On-reading (a Chinese-originated sound), and /oR/
(/R/ refers to a long vowel) in Kun-reading (a Japanese-originated sound). The pronunciation
of  varies depending on how the prefix is attached to bases. The word  meaning ‘big
confusion’ is pronounced /dai+koNraN/ (/N/ refers to a nasal) while the word  meaning ‘big tsunami’ or ‘big seismic sea wave’ is pronounced /oR+tunami/. The meaning of the
prefix  remains the same in both instances. So the present study regards these two different
pronunciations as belonging to the same affix .
4. Selection of words incorporating the 24 selected affixes
The present study used a lexical corpus of the Asahi Newspaper printed from 1985 to 1998,
produced by Amano and Kondo (2000). This corpus contains 341,771 types and 287,792,797
tokens. All words co-appearing with the selected 24 affixes were extracted from the Asahi
Newspaper corpus using the software called EasySrch (Amano & Kondo, 2003). For example,
42 compound word types co-appearing with the prefix  meaning ‘re-’ were found, including
  ‘reconsideration’ (3,859 tokens),   ‘reconfirm’ (3,109 tokens),  
‘redevelopment’ (2,704 tokens),   ‘reconstruction’ (2,012 tokens),  ‘reevaluation’ (1,069 tokens), and so on. This word selection process was applied to all 24 selected
affixes. The base elements could be any type of Sino-Japanese word (wa-go), Chinese-originated word (kan-go), or loanword (commonly called gairai-go or katakana-hyooki-go).
Nine corpus features were calculated for each affix using the lexical frequency index of the
Asashi Newspaper corpus.
5. Calculating corpus features for the 24 affixes
Using the data collection process explained in Section 4, the present study calculated nine
different corpus features, including a simple addition of printed-frequency, productivity,
accumulative productivity and a more complex calculation of entropy. The calculation proces-
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ses are explained in the following sub-sections. The figures for the 12 prefixes and 12 suffixes
with regard to each of the nine features are presented in Table 1.
5.1 Printed-frequency, productivity and accumulative productivity
Since the three corpus features of printed-frequency, productivity and accumulative productivity are simple frequency counts, a nonparametric analysis of the Mann-Whitney U-test was
used to compare the 12 prefixes and the 12 suffixes. The mean rank and the sum of the ranks
are shown in Table 2.

The printed-frequencies for the 24 different kanji symbols used for the affixes considered
in this study were derived from the lexical corpus of the Asashi Newspaper (Amano & Kondo,
2000). The printed-frequency of the 12 prefixes (rank mean = 10.417, sum of the ranks =
124.000) was not significantly larger than that of the 12 suffixes (rank mean = 14.583, sum of
the ranks = 175.000) [U = 47.000, p =.160, n.s.]. This implies that simple frequencies of kanji
symbols encoding affixes do not distinguish between prefixes and suffixes.
The productivity feature indicates in how many words each affix is combined with nouns
(i.e., type frequency of words with the given affix). As shown in Table 1, the prefix  had
the greatest productivity at 359 words, while the suffix  had the greatest productivity at 342
words. The prefix  had the lowest productivity at 16 words, while the suffix  had the
lowest productivity at only 6 words. The rank mean of productivity for the 12 prefixes (rank
mean = 11.79, sum of the ranks = 141.50) was not significantly larger than that of the 12
suffixes (rank mean = 13.21, sum of the ranks = 158.50) [U = 63.500, p = .630, n.s.]. In other
words, these 12 prefixes are attached to words as often as the 12 suffixes.
The accumulative productivity was calculated by summing the printed-frequencies of all
the words with the given affix. In other words, productivity is type frequency whereas
accumulative productivity is token frequency. Similarly to productivity, a U-test for
accumulative productivity indicates no difference between the 12 prefixes (rank mean = 12.42,
sum of the ranks = 149.00) and the 12 suffixes (rank mean = 12.58, sum of the ranks =
151.00) [U = 71.00, p = .977, n.s.].
A nonparametric rank-order correlation coefficient of Spearman’s rho was computed for all
the 24 affixes together based on the three features mentioned above, since there were no
differences between the 12 prefixes and the 12 suffixes. Correlation coefficients of all combinations of the three variables were significant; the correlation between printed-frequency
and productivity [rs(24) = .704, p < .001], the correlation between printed-frequency and
accumulative productivity [rs(24) = .609, p < .01], and the correlation between productivity
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and accumulative productivity [rs(24) = .813, p < .001]. These frequency features have strong
interrelations.
5.2 Coalescence degree, commonality and Herdan’s type-token ratio (log TTR)
Since simple type and token frequencies did not show any difference between prefixes and
suffixes, somewhat more complex features of their behavior in the corpus were also
calculated. The coalescence degree was calculated by dividing accumulative productivity by
printed-frequency for a given affix. For example, the suffix  was printed 488,437 times
4
(including proper nouns in the Asashi Newspaper ) and accumulative productivity 101,770
times. Thus, coalescence degree was 0.028 (101,770 divided by 488,437). The rank mean of
the coalescence degree for the 12 affixes (rank mean=13.50, sum of the ranks=162.00) was
not significantly larger than that of the 12 suffixes (rank mean=11.50, sum of the
ranks=138.00) [U=60.00, p=.514, n.s.]. Thus, there was no difference between prefixes and
suffixes in the number of times that the kanji were used for affixes.

The commonality refers to how often the most frequently-used word with a target affix
occupy the total accumulative frequencies of all the words with a target affix. In the case of
the prefix , the most frequently-used compound noun was  consisting of the prefix
 and the two-kanji compound word  meaning ‘sufficient’. This word appeared 7,965
times in the corpus. Since the total accumulative productivity (i.e., the token frequency of all
words with the prefix ) was 85,223, the commonality was calculated by dividing the frequency of the most frequently-used word by the accumulative productivity. Thus, commonality for  was 0.093 (7,965 divided by 85,223). The rank mean of commonality for the 12
affixes (rank mean = 11.33, sum of the ranks = 136.00) was not significantly larger than that
of the 12 suffixes (rank mean = 13.67, sum of the ranks = 164.00) [U = 58.000, p = .443, n.s.].
The log type-token ratio (log TTR) quantifies how many words with the target affix are in
the corpus and how frequently they are used. However, the result of simple TTR is almost
always equal to zero in a corpus. In the present study, as proposed by Wimmer and Altmann
(1999) as one of the candidate calculations, a logarithmic function of TTR by Herdan (1960)
was utilized to compare the 12 prefixes and the 12 suffixes. The calculation is simply:

4

Tamaoka and Makioka (2004) calculated frequencies for the 1,945 basic Japanese kanji without proper nouns
in order to avoid biases from specific popular incidents or events reported in the Asashi Newspaper.
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ln V
ln N

where V is the number of words (i.e. productivity or type frequency) and N is the number of
all accumulative frequencies of words (i.e. accumulative productivity or token frequency). For
example, the suffix  was attached to 35 words (productivity) which appeared 11,468 times
(accumulative productivity) in the corpus. Thus, the log TTR for  becomes 0.380 (log35
divided by log11,468). The rank mean of log TTR for the 12 affixes (rank mean = 11.58, sum
of the ranks = 139.00) was not significantly larger than that of the 12 suffixes (rank mean =
5
13.42, sum of the ranks = 161.00) [U = 61.000, p = .551, n.s.] .
Spearman’s rho was computed for all the 24 affixes together. Rank-order correlation
coefficients between coalescence degree and log TTR[rs(24) = -.839, p < .001] was significant.
However, the other two correlations between coalescence degree and commonality [rs(24) = .383, p = .064, n.s.] and between commonality and log TTR [rs(24) = .064, p = .765, n.s.]
were not significant. Coalescence degree and log TTR seem to indicate similar features while
commonality differs.
Simple calculations based on type and token frequency manipulations did not indicate any
differences between the 12 prefixes and the 12 suffixes. Thus, a more complex mathematical
concept of entropy was applied to compare them.
5.3 Entropy
The feature entropy refers to how randomly a single affix is combined to various base words.
It is calculated using the following formula.
J

H = - pjlog2pj
j=1

5

A test of difference between the 12 prefixes and the 12 suffixes using Herdan’s TTR, the following asymptotic
formula, should be used

z=

TTR prefix  TTR suffix
1
1
Var ( S prefix ) + 2 Var ( S suffix )
2
12
12

which has a standard normal distribution. For this calculation, each affix variance should be calculated by the
following:

Var (TTR ) =

N 2 2
V 3 μ14 ln 2 N

The variance of the mean for each of the 12 prefixes and the 12 suffixes is computed by the following.
12
Var(S) = 1 Var (TTRi )
122 i =1

However, in the present study, we judged that Mann-Whitney U-test is good enough for computing Herdan’s
TTR for the 12 prefixes and the 12 suffixes.
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In the present study, the entropy of affixes was calculated according to the base to which they
were attached. For example, the prefix  ‘super’ appeared to be attached to 40 different
nouns in the newspaper corpus. The total number of times that the prefix  appeared with
base nouns was 9,879 times, as seen with the highest frequency of  ‘superconductivity’ counted 2,140 times, the second highest frequency of  ‘nonpartisan’ at 1,794
times, and the third highest frequency of  ‘super-power nation’ at 1,736 times. The ‘p’
in the formula stands for the relative frequency of occurrence of a specific compound word
among all compounds attached to affixes. In the case of the highest frequency of , ‘p’
is 0.217, as calculated by dividing 2,140 by 9,879. The formula log2Pj for this word is
evaluated as log20.217 = -2.207. Then, ‘pjlog2pj’ for the  is -0.479 (the result of 0.217
 -2.207). The values for the remaining 39 compound nouns were also calculated in the same
manner. The entropy of  was finally determined as 3.500 by adding all the scores of log2Pj
and multiplying by -1.
The variance of entropy is calculated by
V(H) =

1
( p j log 22 p j  H 2 ) .
N j

In this formula, N is the sum of all frequencies, log2 is the logarithm to base 2 and log2 is (log
p)2. The standard deviation of means is given by

H =

V (H )
.
n

The t-test for entropy is then calculated as
2

2

t = ( H pref  H suf ) /  H pref +  H suf .
A t-value of the above formula was 2.096. The difference in entropy between the 12 prefixes
and the 12 suffixes is significant [t(22) = 2.096, p < .05]. Thus, entropy, referring to the
degree of affix attachment disorder, reveals a significant difference between the 12 prefixes
and the 12 suffixes. The mean entropy of the 12 prefixes was 3.952 while the mean entropy of
the 12 suffixes was 3.791. The result of the t-test suggested that the prefixes were more
randomly or chaotically attached to nouns than the suffixes. Although this finding is limited
to the selected 24 affixes, the result supported the right-hand head rule (Kageyama, 1982;
Kageyama, 1999; Namiki, 1982; Nishigauchi, 2004; Williams, 1981).
6. Conclusion
The present corpus study assumed that Japanese affixes would generally follow the righthand head rule, which predicts that prefixes would be attached to a wide variety of nouns
while suffixes would be regularly attached to a smaller group of nouns. Twenty-four frequently-used affixes (12 prefixes and 12 suffixes) were compared with regard to seven corpus features. A series of Mann-Whitney U-tests calculated for the first six corpus features (printed-
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frequency, productivity, accumulative productivity, commonality, coalescence degree and log
TTR) did not reveal any differences between the 12 prefixes and the 12 suffixes. Simple
frequency counts and their ratios seem not to be able to distinguish between characteristics of
the prefixes and suffixes attached to nouns. However, the t-test for entropy indicates a significant difference. This result suggested that the prefixes were more randomly or chaotically
attached to nouns than the suffixes. Although the present findings are limited to the selected
24 affixes, this result supported the right-hand head rule proposed by various linguists (e.g.,
Kageyama, 1982; Kageyama, 1999; Namiki, 1982; Nishigauchi, 2004; Williams, 1981).
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Text genre and kanji frequency
Eric Long and Shichi Yokoyama1
The National Institute for Japanese Language
Abstract: Various ways are explored in this study of using kanji frequency lists derived from multiple
corpora to characterise kanji usage within the corpora. First we discuss the scope of, and issues in
processing, four corpora derived from commercially available CD-ROMs: two encyclopedias, a database of newspaper articles, and a four-CD-ROM collection of the texts of mostly fictional paper back
books. Next a summary of the kanji frequency data is given, and it is pointed out that the frequency
distribution is noticeably different from a classic Zipf’s law distribution. A comparison is made
between the standard set of Jy kanji and high-frequency kanj in the corpora, and the degrees of
similarity among the corpora are obtained with the Chi (2) By Degrees of Freedom (CBDF) measure
proposed by Kilgarriff (1997). Finally a simple method is tried and evaluated for identifying kanji that
have a high frequency in a particular corpus compared to their cross-corpus frequency.

Keywords: corpus, kanji frequency, frequency distribution, chi-square measure of corpus
similarity, characteristic kanji
1. Kanji surveys and frequency lists
The use of kanji, which express both sound and meaning, allows a great scope for variation in
the Japanese writing system. A single word may be written either with kanji or in phonetic
kana; the kanji themselves may be selected to express various semantic nuances; and a single
basic kanji may appear in various alternate forms. Given the vast number of words that may
be written in multiple forms, it might seem impossible to gain an overall picture of kanji
usage. Nevertheless, simple techniques of analysis, including the examination of lists that
record the frequency of kanji use in actual texts, can provide considerable useful information.
Kilgarriff (1997) demonstrates that simple frequency lists of English orthographic words
provide a basis for statistical comparisons of text corpora that yield intuitively reasonable results. In this case “words” are defined quite simply as sequences of letters and numbers delimited by spaces or punctuation. While he acknowledges that with word frequency lists by
far the greater part of the original information in the texts is lost, such as syntactic structures
and the meaning selected of polysemous words, he points out that such lists have a great
advantage in being very easy to make, so that results obtained by various researchers working
at various times and places may be reliably compared. In contrast, any analysis involving
preliminary grammatical parsing and interpretation of the data will depend to a great degree
on the software, dictionaries and conceptual framework used.

1
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It is not immediately obvious what level of abstraction for Japanese texts would be the
equivalent of orthographic words in English. Since Japanese texts make no consistent use of
space characters, those are useless for parsing out linguistic units. Relying solely on punctuation marks would result in many units that are too long and too infrequent to allow any
useful frequency-based analysis. Contiguous strings of kanji and kana may also easily be
extracted and analyzed, but such a method results in too many units that are not contiguous
with word boundaries.2 Software, in particular the freely available ChaSen, is available to
parse text into morphemes and tag them with parts of speech, but again the results would
depend on the version of the software and dictionaries, as well as the extent of
post-processing to clean up the misparsings.
Perhaps the method for Japanese text which is most similar to parsing for orthographic
words in English is simply to count the frequencies of individual kanji and kana. This approach is, in fact, the one taken in the earliest application of computers to analyzing a large
quantity of Japanese text, carried out at the National Institute for Japanese Language,3 which
was based on data randomly selected from the Asahi Shinbun [newspaper] in 1966 (NIJL
1976). Historically there has been a great demand for information on kanji usage, which has
been used to establish and revise sets of standard kanji for use in printed materials (Ty kanji
1946 and Jy kanji 1981), to select kanji for inclusion in character encoding schemes, as
well as to prioritize high-frequency for learners of Japanese as a foreign language.4
The parsing of Japanese text into individual characters does of course strip much of the
essential information about their actual usage. Most importantly, greatly divergent usages of
the same kanji are merged together, since most kanji used to write Japanese are read with
different pronunciations depending on whether they are used to write native Japanese vocabulary (using kun readings) or Sino-Japanese vocabulary (using on readings). Further, simple
lists of kanji frequency ignore the difference between kanji used in common vocabulary items
and those in personal and place names, for which any semantic content to the kanji themselves is most likely irrelevant to the text itself.5
Even given these limitations, there is a significant utility in the compilation and analysis
of kanji frequency lists. Previous surveys carried out at the National Institute for Japanese
Language have focused on kanji used in newspapers and magazines. Some of these, such as
NIJL (1976), were based on random sampling of the surface area of the printed pages, but the
survey incorporating the greatest quantity of data was derived from a commercially available
database of newspaper articles on CD-ROM. The present study seeks to move beyond the
newspaper data by also examining and comparing data from electronic editions of Japanese-

2 For one attempt at analysing kanji strings see Long & Yokoyama (1997).
3 Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyjo, formerly known in English as The National Language Research Institute.
4 The newspaper data on which the present study is based has, for example, been incorporated into Halpern
(1999), a kanji dictionary for learners.
5 For example, the 70th most frequent kanji in our survey from the 1993 newspaper database was
kome/mai/bei ‘rice’, but by far the most common usage therein is to refer to ‘America’, and a large portion of the
remainder are used in various personal and place names. To avoid confusion, the word kome itself is frequently
written in katakana.
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language encyclopedias, and collections of paperback books (bunkobonmostly works of
fiction).
First we will give a brief description of the contents of the four data sources used, along
with a summary of their sizes in terms of kanji types and tokens, and a comparison of the
distribution properties of kanji frequency from the most to least frequent characters. Next we
will consider the degrees of similarity observed among the corpora using the chi square similarity measurement proposed by Kilgarriff (1997). Finally we will consider a simple method
for identifying kanji that seem to be characteristic of one or more of these corpora.

2. Data used
All four sources used for this study are commercially available CD-ROMs, all of which are
computerized versions of printed material: the HIASK database of articles from the 1993
Asahi Shinbun [newspaper], the Shgakukan Sp Nipponika Hyakkajiten [encyclopedia], the
Heibonsha Sekai Dai Hyakkajiten [encyclopedia], and four CD-ROMs of pocket books published by Shinchsha. The four sources will be referred to here as HIASK, SGK, Heibon and
Shinch, respectively. All of these CD-ROMs come provided with browsing software, but the
first step in our processing of them into corpora for analysis was to transfer as much of the
contents as practical to plain text files. The Shinch data, in e-book format, was relatively
easy to directly read off the CD-ROMs and convert into plain text, but the other three sources
had to be copied or downloaded using the browsing software.

2.1. Character encoding
All of the data for the four sources had been for the most part stored on CD-ROM in the JIS
0208 encoding, but the original printed editions contain numerous kanji not available in this
encoding (which are referred to in this context as ‘external characters’ or gaiji). Special processing was required to include these external characters in our corpora. For Heibon and
Shinch this was achieved by cataloguing characters included in the special fonts used for
displaying these external characters, since the font information could be preserved during data
conversion.
In the HIASK data external characters had been stripped out, either converted to kana
marked with a Fullwidth Circumflex Accent6 (for example the string  is the
representation of the name and title of the then Foreign Minister of China, Qian Qichen 
, with  shin being a Sino-Japanese reading for the external character ) or else
simply replaced with the Geta Mark (for example Deng Xiaoping , the retired leader
of China was represented as , which appeared in the printed newspaper as ).
For the survey reported in Yokoyama et al. (1998), all such external characters indicated in

6

Character names used here are those specified in data from the Unicode Consortium:

http://www.unicode.org/Public/UNIDATA/UnicodeData.txt.
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HIASK were identified by examining the corresponding kanji in the 12-volume reduced-size
print edition, and that data is included in this study as well.
In the SGK data, all external characters are automatically converted to the Geta Mark
when copied and pasted, but they were identifiable as displayed in the browsing software. A
comparison with the printed edition showed that there were some minor discrepancies
between the electronic and printed editions in the exact variant form used for some kanji, but
no attempt has been made to resolve or reflect the differences in the data used for this study.

2.2. Scope of the corpora
2.2.1. HIASK
The HIASK data includes the full text of newspaper articles from Asahi Shinbun in 1993, but
there are many gaps in the coverage relative to the printed edition, which somewhat detracts
from its value as a representative sample of written Japanese. It includes none of the advertising in the printed edition, and many features are omitted such as the serial novels,
weather forecasts and listings of television programs, as well as the text of many articles for
which copyright issues could not be resolved. Further, while the reduced-size print edition
which we could consult reproduces the Tokyo edition, the CD-ROM version includes none of
the special material for the Tokyo region, incorporating rather the Nagoya, Osaka and
Western Japan editions.
In order to maximise the usefulness of the data, we compiled the data in two different
fashions: One set simply comprises the raw data as given on the CD-ROM, and the other set
includes all the external characters that we were able to identify, but excludes the regional
material for which we were unable to identify them. For this smaller set of data we also
checked the reduced-size print edition for pairs of kanji variants that were frequently switched
for one another, and performed many other spot checks to get an overall picture of the
differences between the electronic and printed versions. It turned out that the article headlines
showed many differences so these were excluded from the data set as well, and we further
attempted to eliminate as much as possible instances in which portions of longer articles were
duplicated within the database as separate smaller articles. The data discussed in this study is
this smaller data set, and is the same as that given in the frequency tables of Yokoyama et al.
(1998) with some additional corrections.
One prominent characteristic of the HIASK data, both in the printed and electronic versions, is the tendency to use simplified forms for non-Jy kanji which are formed in a
manner analogous to the simplifications adopted for the Jy kanji. 7 Many of these
simplifications happen to be found in revised versions of JIS 0208 after the original 1978
standard, and these are of course reflected in the CD-ROM edition. Other simplified forms in
7

These character shapes are often referred to as Asahi moji since they are so characteristic of the Asahi shimbun. For

example the JIS character form  is derived for  tsuka(mu) ‘grasp’ by analogy with  which is the simplified Jy
form for the traditional  kuni ‘country’. Asahi moji include many characters not encoded in JIS 0208, such as a simplified
form of  mabuta ‘eyelid’ analogous to simplified  for  kewa(shii)/ken ‘steep/dangerous’.
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the print edition, which are not found in JIS 0208, have been for the most part converted in
the electronic edition into the closest corresponding JIS form. Sasahara et al. (2003) gives the
results of our extended investigation into the use of these forms, but the data from this
investigation has not been incorporated into the data used in the current study.
The newspaper print edition is for the most part in the vertical format, but the data as displayed in the electronic edition is in the horizontal format which predominates when Japanese
is processed and displayed with computers. Some minor changes were apparently made to the
text data to accomodate this change of format, but the data still retains many characteristics of
the vertical format. For example a person’s age may be expressed as  rather than as
29 , which would be the preferred orthography in horizontal writing.

2.2.2. SGK and Heibon
The two encyclopedias used for this study are similar in scale and scope, but show several
noticeable differences. Most prominent is that while the printed version of SGK is composed
in the vertical written format, Heibon is printed horizontally. Readings of non-Jy kanji, as
well as non-standard readings of Jy kanji, are consistently displayed in the print version of
SGK by inter-columnar furigana, while those in Heibon are given in parenthesised kana
following the kanji words, and are provided much less consistently than in SGK. Numerical
data in the print version of SGK are mostly expressed with numerical kanji, while Heibon
makes heavy use of Western-style numerals. Nevertheless, SGK in the electronic edition has
kanji readings and numerical data converted into a format essentially identical to that of
Heibon, which leads to a significantly greater similarity between the two electronic editions
than that found between the print editions.
The electronic editions of both SGK and Heibon include data in numerous charts which
are difficult to access in a thorough fashion, so none of the chart data has been used in the
present study.
One difficulty in using the Heibon electronic edition is that external characters are heavily used to display non-Jy kanji where the standard printed shape differs with the shapes
given in the 1983 and 1990 versions of JIS 0208.8 Since there is no relation between the
codes in the external character font and JIS codes, these characters are replaced by an entirely
different character if the data is copied and pasted into an editor that is incapable of retaining
the font information. Thus a special font is used to display the standard printed form  esa
‘food (for animals)’ rather than the current JIS form , and if the font information is lost the
character is corrupted to  hin ‘goods’. SGK, on the other hand, only corrects the forms of a
few characters that show a relatively major difference between the standard printed and JIS
forms, such as  versus  for h ‘cheek’, and these corrections are made at the original
code points so even if the font information is lost an equivalent character is still displayed.
We dealt with this issue by using Unicode encoding as the key for all frequency data. Thus in
the case of  both forms are covered by the same code point, and thus this particular

8

See Lunde (1993:326-332) or Lunde (1999:919-925) for a useful table of these changes.
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distinction is ignored, while for the two forms of  there is a difference in Unicode and the
distinction is reflected in the frequency data. This gives  a frequency of zero in the HIASK
data, and  a frequency of zero in the other three data sources, even though the two forms
are essentially identical in pronunciation, meaning and usage.

2.2.3. Shinch
The data for the Shinch pocket books comes from four separate CD-ROMs: Shinchsha hyakusatsu, which includes 67 books originally written in Japanese, and 33 translations from
other languages; Meiji no bung, which includes 40 works by authors active during the Meiji
period (1868-1912); Taish no bung, with 40 works by authors active during the Taish
period (1912-1926); and Shinchsha zeppan hyakusatsu, which includes 68 native Japanese
and 32 translated books which had become out of print.9 The 135 native Japanese books in
the two hyakusatsu collections represent the work of 117 authors, greatly vary in length, and
date from a span of ninety years from 1895 to 1985, affording a wide variety of styles of
writing. The 80 books in the bung collections are the work of only 30 different authors,
Natsume Soseki being the most heavily represented with 17 volumes. In addition, ten books
in the original Shinchsha hyakusatsu collection are duplicated in one or other of the bung
collections. For the purposes of this study, a collection of all 270 unique books was assembled,
and three subcorpora were also prepared, one of all the translated works (65), one of the
works dating from the Meiji and Taish periods (96), and one of the works from the more
recent Shwa period (109). For the comprehensive corpus all parts of the texts were retained,
while for the subcorpora any afterwords, timelines and explanatory notes were removed.
The browsing software for these Shinchsha CD-ROMs displays the text in a vertical
format very similar to the appearance of the actual printed books. In other ways as well, Shinchsha is the most faithful representation of the actual text of the printed pocket books. Much
of the data is, however, quite different from the original printed editions of the works. Any
works that date from before the introduction of Ty kanji have been edited for modern
editions, including the pocket book editions, to use the simplified kanji forms, and in many
cases kanji orthography has been replaced by kana for words such as  ‘that’ (which had
been commonly written with the kanji ). The degree to which the texts have been brought
into conformance with modern usage varies greatly from book to book.

3. Scale of the corpora
The size of the corpora are given in Table 1 below. They are not radically different in size,
with the smallest, Shinch, being slightly more than two thirds the size of the largest, Heibon.
Table 2 shows how many kanji types are found in all four corpora, in three corpora, in two,

9

A wealth of useful information about these CD-ROMs may be found at

http://homepage1.nifty.com/mshibata/s100.htm.
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and in only one of the corpora. While the encyclopedias show the greatest number of kanji
types, Shinch also shows a great variety of kanji, while HIASK, the newspaper corpus,
shows by far the least number of types of any of the corpora. It turns out that nearly all Jy
kanji are represented in all the corpora, with only , ‘imperial 1st person pronoun’ lacking in
HIASK.
Table 1
Sizes of the corpora
corpus
HIASK
SGK
Heibon
Shinch
Total

types
4562
7103
7420
6221
9036

Tokens
17,066,673
23,572,690
25,467,739
16,984,101
83,091,203

Table 2
Representation of types in multiple corpora
types in all four corpora
types in three
types in two
types in one

4022
1394
1416
2204

A breakdown for the Shinch subcorpora is given in Table 3. It is apparent that the older
works make the greatest contribution to the variety of kanji in the Shinch corpus.
Table 3
Sizes of the Shinch subcorpora
Shinch subcorpus
Meiji/Taish
Shwa
translated
total

4. Frequency distributions
4.1. The relation between rank and frequency

Types
5740
5042
4198
6127

Tokens
4,463,781
7,768,539
3,921,356
16,153,676
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There is, of course, an enormous difference between the frequencies of the most and least
common kanji in a corpus. The highest raw frequency in any of the corpora used for this story
is 271,047 for the kanji  ‘year’ in SGK, and there are 1050 kanji which appear only a
single time in the same corpus, 465 appearing twice, 268 appearing three times, and with
fewer and fewer kanji for increasing frequencies.
This sort of frequency distribution calls to mind Zipf’s Law, which is widely discussed,
for example in Kornai (2002). To afford a rough test of the fit to a Zipf’s Law distribution we
give a graph of kanji frequency in the SGK corpus, plotted on a logarithmic scale against the
rank when all kanji are sorted from high to low frequency. In a classic Zipf’s Law distribution
the line should be nearly straight with a slope of approximately -1. In fact the slope for highfrequency kanji is considerably gentler, and the drop-off for low-frequency kanji is quite
precipitous. This suggests that while kanji form a set that tends to expand when larger and
larger quantities of text are obtained, this set is considerably less open than a set of actual
lexical items. When plotted in this fashion, the curves for the other three corpora are all
similar to the one for SGK.10

Figure 1. Frequency versus rank in SGK corpus

10

An

examination of

the same data using

the Altman Fitter 2.1 (information

available at

http://www.rst-gmbh.de/) also shows a poor fit with the Zipf’s Law curve (Zeta distribution function), with a
contingency coefficient C of .6010 (the software accepts values of less than .015 as an acceptable fit). The best
fit obtained for SGK with the Fitter is with the Jain-Poisson function (C = .0032; parameters a = 1.75, b = .95),
as well as for HIASK (C = .0072; a = 1.52, b = .94), while the Heibon data showed the best fit with a Mixed
negative binomial (C = .0018). We were unable to obtain any fit for the Shinch data.
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One approach often taken to examining frequency distributions is to find the number of
top-ranked types that will account for a given percentage of all tokens. Table 4 below shows
the results for 50%, 90% and 99% coverage. HIASK shows the best coverage for a limited set
of kanji, showing that half of all kanji in the newspaper articles can be read with a knowledge
of just 151 kanji, and with 99% of all kanji accounted for by the top 1600, well under the size
of the set of Jy kanji. The Meiji/Taisho Shinch subcorpus requires by far the largest set of
kanji types to cover 99% of all tokens.
Table 4
Number of kanji necessary to account for given proportions of total types
Coverage
50%
90%
99%

HIASK
151
762
1600

SGK
185
964
2188

Heibon
187
956
2173

Shinch
173
1093
2517

Meiji/Taish Showa
167
173
1099
1060
2647
2382

Translated
151
946
2112

4.2. The relation between high-ranking kanji and Jy kanji
The figures in Table 4 are based on the top-ranked kanji for each individual corpus or subcorpus, but it is also useful to get an idea of the coverage afforded by standard sets of kanji.
The most convenient groups to use for this purpose are the set of Jy kanji, and the levels of
Kyiku kanji (Education kanji) which are earmarked to be taught over the six years of
elementary school. The coverage for the main corpora in this study is shown in Table 5.
Table 5
Coverage by Kyiku and Jy kanji (size of set shown in parentheses)
kanji set
1st year (80)
2nd year (160)
3rd year (200)
4th year (200)
5th year (185)
6th year (181)
total Kyiku (1006)
other Jy (939)
total Jy (1945)
non-Jy (7091)

HIASK
0.2126
0.2178
0.1773
0.1335
0.1051
0.0563
0.9025
0.0851
0.9876
0.0124

SGK
0.1557
0.2145
0.1864
0.1421
0.1099
0.0594
0.8681
0.1057
0.9738
0.0262

Heibon
0.1477
0.2125
0.1849
0.1461
0.1146
0.0632
0.8691
0.1058
0.9750
0.0250

Shinch
0.2101
0.2303
0.1593
0.0954
0.0631
0.0525
0.8106
0.1337
0.9444
0.0556
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Again, HIASK shows the best coverage for limited sets of kanji, with the Kyiku kanji
accounting for over 90% and Jy kanji for nearly 99%.
Actually, since 99% of tokens in HIASK can be accounted for by a set of kanji 345 fewer
in number than the set of Jy kanji, it is clear that there must be a substantial number of lowfrequency Jy kanji, and and there are also many non-Jy kanji of relatively high frequency.
To get some idea of the nature of this effect, first let us examine the ranks and frequencies of
some of the higher-ranked non-Jy kanji and lower-ranked Jy kanji. From here on out we
will use frequencies normalised to a corpus size of one million kanji, which will make it
easier to keep a sense of the relative proportion of each kanji. First let us note that the kanji of
rank 1945 in HIASK (which would be the least frequent Jy kanji if there were a perfect
coincidence between Jy kanji and the 1945 top-ranked kanji) has a normalised frequency of
10.61 .
In total there are 157 non-Jy kanji among the most frequent 1945 in the HIASK corpus.
Of these 90 were in the list of Jinmei-y kanji (the set of additional kanji approved for use in
given names) that was in force in 1993. Table 6 shows the ten highest-ranked non-Jy kanji,
with the Jinmei-y kanji indicated by an M, and the 493 additional kanji that were newly
added to Jinmei-y kanji in 2004 marked with an N.
Table 6
High-ranked non-Jy kanji in HIASK
Kanji Rank
M
N

N
N
M
M
M


M
M

253
326
444
547
687
732
734
806
854
908

Normalised
frequency
1059.84
791.95
557.23
435.82
303.52
269.12
268.77
223.18
204.20
180.06

Typical uses
fuji ‘wisteria’;  Sat (common surname)
oka ‘hillock’;
 Okada (common surname)
 Osaka
 Kankoku (South Korea)
 It (common surname); 
Ise-shi (city)
  Kagoshima-ken (prefecture)

Nara-shi (city)
Nera(u) ‘aim for’;  sogeki suru ‘snipe’
 Tatsuhiko (boy’s given name)
 Masayuki (boy’s given name)

Among the top 1945 HIASK kanji there are a number of kanji that are traditional forms of
simplified Jy kanji, variant forms of Jy kanji, and a number of kanji that are rarely used
in Japan but are necessary to write Korean and Chinese names. A selection of these are shown
in Table 7.
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Table 7
A selection of traditional and variant forms, and relatively obscure kanji in HIASK top 1945
Kanji Rank
1524

Normalised
frequency
21.06

1125

105.12



1923

11.60



1668

24.96




1864
1934

14.53
11.13


N

Typical uses
traditional for  sawa ‘mountain stream’; common in
surnames
variant of
shima ‘island’; 
  Nagashima
Shigeo, then manager of Yomiuri Giants baseball team
variant of
kan ‘public building’;  Kokushikan, a
university in Tokyo
Deng Xiaoping, the retired leader of China (external
character)

Roh Tae-woo, president of South Korea until 1993
 Kitakachidoki, sumo wrestler

In contrast, the lowest-ranked Jy kanji have extremely low frequencies, with the bottom ten
ranging from zero to .41 (corresponding to a raw frequency of 7). Two of these can actually
be used to write common words, but other kanji of similar meaning are usually used instead:
 => 
bch ‘swelling/ expansion’; and  =>  junshu ‘compliance’. In
fact, as noted in Takebe (1993) many of these low-frequency Jy kanji were never actually
intended for ordinary use, but were included, rather, to have the complete set of kanji used in
the Constitution of Japan, which was promulgated at nearly the same time as the original
Ty kanji. Some of these low-frequency Jy kanji were also kanji judged by the Japan
Newspaper Publishers and Editors Association11 to be superfluous and not to be ordinarily
used.12
Table 8
Low-ranked Jy kanji in HIASK
Kanji

Rank

 

 
  


3230
3317
3752
4014


Normalised
frequency
.41
.35
.18
.12
.00

The highest-ranked non-Jy kanji in the encyclopedias are for the most part the same as
those in the newspaper articles. The numbers of non-Jy kanji in the top 1945 are 214 in
SGK and 210 in Heibon, compared to 157 in HIASK, although the highest-ranked ones have

11

Nihon Shinbun Kykai.

12

In contrast,  in Table 6 is from a small group of kanji judged by the Association to be common and useful

enough to be used freely as if they were actually Jy kanji.
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a much lower rank and frequency than in HIASK. For example , although it is also the
top-ranked non-Jy kanji in both the encyclopedias, is ranked 423 in SGK and 464 in
Heibon, much lower than the 253 in HIASK. The most noticeable differences among the
higher-ranked non-Jy kanji in the encyclopedias are shown in Table 9; the ones more highly ranked in the encyclopedias are particularly important in discussions of history and religion:  kama ‘sickle/scythe’ is used in  Kamakura, the political and military power
center which gave its name to the Kamakura era of Japanese history;  s, for the Song
dynasty (960-1279) of China;  a is mostly used phonetically, most commonly in the encyclopedias in   Amitbha, the Buddha of Limitless Light.
Table 9
High-ranking non-Jy kanji showing a large difference between
newspapers and encyclopedias (rank among non-Jy kanji shown in parentheses)
kanji HIASK
freq
 N 435.82

223.18
M
82.38
M
31.00
N
4.69

HIASK
Rank
547 (4)
806 (8)
1228 (26)
1590 (70)
2159 (282)

SGK
Freq
96.64
3.86
227.34
214.32
119.71

SGK
rank
1316 (30)
3025 (1096)
880 (5)
916 (7)
1214 (18)

Heibon
Heibon
freq
rank
92.51 1332 (27)
8.17 2576 (681)
222.16
895 (6)
264.73
798 (4)
178.26
996 (9)

The extreme difference in the frequencies of  nera(u) ‘aim for’ nera(i) ‘purpose’ seems
mainly to be due to the fact that newspapers have no end of occasions on which to refer to the
intentions and goals of politicians, corporations and sports figures, which is no doubt why
their trade association decided to give it the same treatment as a Jy kanji. This kanji was
one of a group of 88 kanji that were considered for adoption use in personal names as new
Jinmei-y kanji in 2004 but were rejected as unsuitable. Presumably the grounds for rejection
were the unpleasant associations of words such as   sogekisha ‘sniper’, but ironically
the vast majority of the kanji’s uses carry no such connotation.
The Shinch corpus includes several high-ranking non-Jy kanji quite different from
those we have yet seen. Most of these are meant to be written out in kana when strictly complying with Jy kanji usage (    ), or have been replaced by a Jy kanji of
similar meaning ( => ;
=> ). The bulk of the uses of  are as an element of
given names of characters; over two-fifths of the occurrences are mentions of
 Shing
the eponymous character of a novel in Zeppan hyakusatsu.
Table 10
High-ranking non-Jy kanji in Shinch
Kanji
N
N
M

Rank
43
180
233

Normalised frequency
Common usage
3216.01
i(u) ‘say’ (used after quotations)
1118.87
dare ‘who’
915.62

Text genre and kanji frequency
N
N
M
M
N
N
N

234
438
447
505
509
514
534

913.62
517.72
512.01
453.84
450.01
446.18
429.75
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koro ‘the time when …’
ore (1st person singular pronoun)
ware (1st person singular pronoun)
suwa(ru) ‘sit’
mawa(ru) ‘turn’
kore ‘this’

5. Corpus similarity and corpus homogeneity
In the discussion above on high-ranking non-Jy kanji, we have seen particularly close similarities in the usage between the two encyclopedias, a general similarity between the encyclopedias and the newspapers, and a large difference between these three corpora and the pocket
books. In this section let us see if these observations are backed up by a more general measurement of corpus similarity.
Kilgarriff (1997) makes a strong case for the utility of a measurement based on a 2 score
derived from a table of the frequencies of the most common orthographical words in a pair of
equally-sized samples of two corpora. This measurement is most commonly used to test for a
significant statistical difference between sets of data, but as Kilgarriff points out, any large
sets of frequency data derived from naturally occurring texts will inevitably show a significant difference. Kilgarriff demonstrates, however, that the 2 score also shows high values for
greatly differing corpora, and relatively low values for similar corpora. In the method he
describes, samples were taken from sub-corpora of the British National Corpus, selecting the
first 200,000 words from each of 33 text sources. He prepared contingency tables of word
frequencies for each pair of samples, taking the most frequent words in the union of the two
samples, and calculated the value of 2 divided by the degree of freedom (CBDF: Chi By
Degrees of Freedom; in this case the degree of freedom is one less than the number of words
selected). Also by comparing 2 for subsets of the same corpus, a measure of its homogeneity
may be obtained, that is, of the similarity of each part of the corpus to the other parts.
The method we adopt here is similar, only instead of using a sample of a fixed number of
words from each corpus, we used the frequencies from the entire corpora normalised to a
corpus size of one million kanji. We used the 1006 most frequent kanji in each pair of
normalised corpora, the number of Kyiku kanji. From these observed values a table was
constructed of the frequencies that would be expected if both corpora had identical kanji
distributions; the expected value of kanji x in corpus a would be:
total number of x  total kanji in a
total kanji in table
Then the degree to which the observed value O differs from the expected value E is calculated
as (O – E)2 / E , and this value is summed over every cell in the table. Finally the sum is
divided by the degrees of freedom for the table, which in this case is 1005. The results for
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comparison of the corpora are shown in Tables 11 to 13; the lower a score is the more similar
the two corpora should be.
As expected, the results show that the two encyclopedias are highly similar, the newspaper article data is more distant from them, but still much closer than the paper back book
data. The three Shinch subcorpora all show great dissimilarity with the other three corpora,
but while the more recent group (Shwa) of Japanese books shows nearly the same degrees of
similarity as Shinch as a whole, the translated books are noticeably more dissimilar, and the
older group of Japanese books (Meiji/Taish) is even more so. Within the Shinch subcorpora,
however, the translated books stand out as more dissimilar with the other two subcorpora,
expecially with Meiji/Taish.
Table 11
CBDF similarity scores for the four corpora
Heibon
8.09

SGK
Heibon
HIASK

HIASK
191.39
198.18

Shinch
328.50
326.98
308.05

Table 12
CBDF similarity scores of three corpora with the Shinch subcorpora

SGK
Heibon
HIASK

Meiji/Taish
393.81
391.67
390.42

Shwa
324.97
324.74
295.13

Translated
362.52
354.65
348.08

Table 13
CBDF similarity scores of the three Shinch subcorpora

Meiji/Taish
Shwa

Shwa
65.85

translated
133.14
93.32

Finally, to give some idea of the homogeneity of the corpora, we split the HIASK, SGK
and Heibon corpora into chunks of 1, 2, 4 and 8 million kanji, as well as into half, according
to the order in which the data was originally retrieved from the CD-ROMs (in the order of
date for the newspapers, and by the JIS code order of first kana for the encyclopedia articles;
we have not yet attempted this operation for the Shinch corpus), and compared like-sized
chunks. In each case we again used frequency values normalised to a total of one million
kanji for each chunk. The greatest number of comparisons was for Heibon, which yielded 25
chunks of 1,000,000 kanji, resulting in 300 comparisons. The results are given in Table 14,
listing the mean values for all comparisons where applicable.
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All three corpora show considerable heterogeneity at a chunk size of 1,000,000 kanji,
which gradually becomes smoothed out as the size increases, although HIASK is noticeably
more homogenous than the others at the smaller chunk sizes. Notice that the heterogeneity
observable in SGK and Heibon at chunk sizes up to 4,000,000 is greater than the dissimilarity
observed between the total corpora, although the half-corpora show more similarity within
one corpus than the whole corpora show with each other.
Table 14
Homogeneity values for three corpora: mean and standard deviation
chunk size
1,000,000
2,000,000
4,000,000
8,000,000
half total size

HIASK
19.38 / 6.95
14.54 / 5.12
10.24 / 2.99
5.63
4.91

SGK
36.42 / 9.54
21.96 / 6.14
13.91 / 4.59
6.13
3.68

Heibon
38.66 / 10.70
24.86 / 7.70
14.21 / 4.90
6.84 / 1.99
3.71

6. Characteristic kanji of the corpora
There are many approaches to determining the characteristic vocabulary of a text or corpus, of
which Kilgarriff (1996) provides a useful survey. For our purposes, we would hope to identify
information on characteristic kanji that would be useful for learners of Japanese in prioritising
kanji for study purposes, based on the type of texts they would be most interested in reading.
In this case three interrelated criteria suggest themselves: high frequency in the target corpus,
higher-than-expected frequency in the target corpus, and relatively low frequency in general
use. A kanji that has a strong tendency to appear in the target corpus, when it appears at all,
but is still at a low frequency in the target corpus, would not necessarily be a good candidate
for initial prioritisation. On the other hand, a high-frequency kanji that appears more often
than expected in the target corpus might still have a high enough frequency in general usage
that it would require no special prioritisation.
We are aware of no single metric that would sufficiently reflect all three criteria mentioned. One common approach is to use the value of 2 obtained from a two-by-two grid for kanji
x:
freq of x in target corpus
total freq of all other
kanji in target corpus

freq of x in other corpora
total freq of other kanji in
other corpora

In this case the expected value is based on a table listing the frequencies for all four
corpora. One can give a negative sign to the value whenever the observed value O was less
than the expected value E, and then sort the whole list of kanji for the values obtained for
each corpus. The trouble with this method is that high-frequency kanji are so favored that
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much of the result consists of kanji that are common in all the corpora. For example, for the
top 21 kanji that sort out in this way from HIASK, 11 of them are numerical kanji, although
others in this group, such as the kanji necessary to write  gikai ‘parliament’ and 
seit ‘political party’ are more obviously useful for reading newspaper articles in particular.
Another way to approach the criteria mentioned above is to set a cut-off point of the top
N kanji in any particular corpus, and sort these by the ratio of their observed to expected
values: O / E. This method has the advantage of heavily favoring kanji that have low frequencies in all but the target corpus. For this study we set the cut-off point at the 1006
top-ranked kanji for each corpus, and selected the 30 kanji that show the greatest ratio of
observed to expected frequency (in this case the expected frequency is simply the mean of the
normalised frequencies), and give the results in Table 15. With each kanji is listed a typical
meaning, or the meaning of a compound typically written with that kanji, to give some idea of
the fields in which they are used.
Once again it is seen that the two encyclopedias are quite similar to one another, though
Heibon seems to favor slightly terms relating to history, while SGK favors terms used in
describing plants and animals (SGK has many more articles describing individual species; it
is in these articles that most of the uses of  kasshoku ‘brown’ appear. Also SGK seems
to have an editorial policy of reproducing dates in Japanese history in both Western and
Japanese reign-name-based dates, which results in the relatively heavy use of 
Shwa.
Heibon shows a much higher frequency of
yo(bu) ‘call’ because SGK seems to follow a
policy of writing that verb in kana in the phrase … ‘is called …’.
HIASK shows relative high frequencies of kanji used in writing numbers, which is due to
the retention of such kanji mentioned in section 1.2.1. There also appear many kanji related to
politics and administration. The high use of
rui ‘base’ and  ‘second’ is mostly due to
sports articles. Shinch, as we’ve seen before, has characteristic kanji that are now written in
kana when using standard orthography, such as  mora(u) ‘receive’,  hazu (da) ‘is
expected/supposed to …’,
a(ru) ‘a certain …’,
mata ‘again’, and others that we have
already seen. The kanji  ha(u) was used in an old orthography for hai(ru) ‘enter’: 
instead of the now-standard .
The fact that so many kanji associated with obsolete orthographies appear in this list
shows that the method used here is liable to be influenced by highly skewed usage in a subset
of a corpus, resulting in many ‘characteristic’ kanji that are actually uncharacteristic of large
portions of a corpus. This problem is probably especially severe for the Shinch corpus due to
its extreme heterogeneity. It can be mitigated by first selecting from higher-frequency kanji,
say the top 500 ranked, or by selecting from kanji with high frequency overall rather than
high frequency in just one corpus. Another possibility would be to use some method of
adjusting frequencies, as briefly mentioned in Kilgarriff (1996), that would favor kanji that
are distributed evenly throughout the target corpus.
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Table 15
Most characteristic kanji for each corpus selected from the top 1006 in each corpus,
and listed by ratio of observed to expected frequency.
HIASK

SGK

Heibon

Shinch

 ‘(first) base’
E ‘ballot/vote’
G‘second (of time)’
? ‘seek/snipe’
 ‘100 million’
 ‘afternoon/p.m.’
0 ‘yesterday’
‘political party’
 ‘nine’
 Saitama pref.
 ‘recruit’
f South Korea
B hundred
^ ‘choose/election’
 ‘seven’
 ‘trillion’
 ‘committee’
‘yen’
L ‘rice/America’
 ‘vice-‘
+ ‘election’
‘six’
, ‘search (warrant)’
 ‘ten’
- ‘support’
 ‘thousand’
 ‘cooperation’
& ‘gov’t office’
. ‘thorough’
I ‘tax’

1 Shwa
 ‘brown’
e‘female (animal)’
W ‘fungus/bacteria’
9 ‘shell’
U ‘plant stem’
_ ‘acid/oxygen’
P ‘(fishing) net’
S ‘vein/artery’
Z ‘shellfish’
` ‘mine/mineral’
 ‘egg’
T ‘membrane’
8 breed/reproduce’
 ‘cultivate/grow’
4 ‘cultivate/grow’
 ‘sub-‘
( ‘diameter’
X ‘vapor/distill’
F ‘silence’
< ‘dissolve’
R ‘cell/spore’
M ‘sugar’
H ‘call/name’
 ‘lake’
C ‘magnetism’
# ‘belong/pertain’
2 ‘crystal’
; ‘liquid’
$ ‘peak/Mt.’

" Song dynasty
V ‘estate’
 ‘call’
O ‘century’
C‘magnet/porcelain’
3 ‘calendar’
4 ‘cultivate/grow’
 Tang dynasty
 ‘cultivate/grow’
= ‘kanji/Han dyn’
a ‘copper’
‘classic/typical’
b Kamakura
6‘concept/summary’
2 ‘crystal’
% ‘emperor’
R ‘cell/spore’
) ‘characteristic’
H ‘call/name’
< ‘dissolve’
@ ‘king’
h ‘item’
Q ‘fiber’
D ‘foundation’
T ‘membrane’
N ‘lineage/system’
_ ‘acid/oxygen’
' ‘sculpture’
e ‘female (animal)’
; ‘liquid’
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‘receive’
‘say’
‘I’
‘ask/visit’
‘supposed to …’
‘who?’
‘crawl/enter’
‘lie/falsehood’
‘a certain …’
‘I’
‘rumor/story’
‘time when …’
‘disliking’
‘gourd’
‘daughter’
‘this’
‘lamp/light’
‘chance to meet’
‘cheek’
‘once … …’
‘be attached’
‘sit’
‘gaze at’
‘again’
‘chair’
‘weep’
‘that’
J ‘laugh’
c ‘darkness’
‘old woman’
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to Japanese Two-kanji Compound Words Using Four Aspects 1
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Abstract. In the Japanese language, the light verb –suru can be attached to various two-kanji compound words containing a verb-like feature (or aspects) to allow them to be used as a verb. Using a
large sample of the 2,000 two-kanji compound words, encompassing a little less than 80 percent of the
total two-kanji compound words printed in 14 years of Asahi Newspaper issues, the present study
investigates how much the light verb attachment is predicted by four aspects: inchoative, durative,
telic and stative. A binary logistic regression analysis indicates that all four aspects are significant
predictors. Among them, the telic aspect shows an overwhelmingly high predictive power. The
quantitative theory type III analysis further demonstrates that, in contrast to the stative aspect, the
inchoative, durative and telic aspects share a similar semantic feature of time series. Nevertheless,
since the telic aspect overlaps not only the time series feature of the inchoative and durative aspects,
but also the stative aspect, it is the most effective single predictor for light verb attachment, showing
an extremely high prediction percentage of 93.64 with 1.05 percent error.

Keywords: light verb -suru, aspect, verb-likeness, two kanji-compound words, binary logistic
regression analysis, Hayashi’s Quantitative Theory Type III
1. Purpose and approach to the light verb attachment
In the Japanese language, many nouns can be used as a verb by simply adding the light verb –
suru 6 as in  ‘to announce’ created by a noun  meaning ‘announcement’ plus
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the light verb –suru. Because the light verb itself does not have a specific meaning, the
meaning of the noun determines the meaning of the compounded verb, as in the verb ‘to announce’ from the noun ‘announcement’. However, the light verb cannot be attached to all
Japanese nouns. It is assumed that some specific meanings possessed by nouns must determine whether or not the light verb can be attached to them. In this regard, Iida (1987) and Ito
and Sugioka (2002) propose that nouns can be classified according to their verb-like features.
Furthermore, Grimshaw (1990) pointed out that the degree of verb-liken features can be
measured in terms of the aspectual properties of nouns. Thus, the present study investigates
the aspectual properties of nouns which decide the light verb attachment.
Linguistic testing using suffix attachment was applied nouns to determine which aspects
related to time the nouns possessed (Iida, 1987; Shibatani & Kageyama, 1988). For example,
a suffix  meaning ‘during’ can be added to the end of a word  meaning ‘construction’,
to produce  ‘during construction’. Since this suffix-based derivation is possible, this
word is judged to have the durative aspect. Likewise, a suffix  meaning ‘after’ can be added
to the same word to form  ‘after construction’, implying that this word contains the
telic aspect. Using this type of linguistic testing, it is possible to judge whether nouns contain
verb-like features. In addition to the durative and telic aspects, Kageyama (1996) proposes
two more aspects, inchoative and stative. Matsuoka (2004, 2005) elaborates on these two
additional aspects: inchoative (e.g.,  ‘sale’,  ‘importation’) and stative (
‘existence’,  ‘occupation’). The present study approaches this investigation by asking to
what degree the light-verb attachment to two-kanji compound words7 can be predicted by
these four aspects: inchoative, durative, telic and stative.
2. Selection of two-kanji compound words for investigation of light verb attachment
Using the Asahi Newspaper printed from 1985 to 1998, Amano and Kondo (2000) created a
large lexical corpus (or database) of word printed-frequencies in the seventh volume of their
series. This corpus contains 341,771 words for type frequency and 287,792,797 words for
token frequency. In this corpus, the light verb –suru is recorded separately from two-kanji
compound words. For example,  meaning ‘take a walk’ is composed of two parts. A
two-kanji compound word such as  meaning ‘a walk’ cannot be a verb by itself. However,
with the attachment of the light verb –suru (written in hiragana as ), this word can
function as a verb in a sentence like   meaning ‘[I] took a walk in the park’
(the subject ‘I’ is an empty subject). In Amano and Kondo’s corpus, the printed-frequency of
 is 2,537. The light verb is classified as a verb ending () which naturally
appears very frequently, 1,374,420 times, including every word that incorparates a light verb.
Thus, all two-kanji compound words (selected by taking the category of ‘general nouns’ and

–suru attachment to a noun, contrasting with other verbs called heavy verbs.
7
Although these aspects are often found among Sino-Japanese two-kanji compound words (e.g.
meaning ‘to drive’, derived from a noun ‘drive’ plus the light verb –suru), it extends to originally Japanese
words (such as  meaning ‘to chat’, derived from a noun ‘chatting’ plus –suru) and even
alphabetic-loan words (such as

 meaning ‘to design’, derived from a noun ‘design’ plus –suru )

(Matsuoka, 2004, 2005). However, the present study only focuses on the most commonly suffixed two-kanji
compound words.
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excluding the category of ‘proper nouns’) were easily chosen from the corpus, for a total of
41,140 types and 43,348,553 tokens.
To have a manageable sample of two-kanji compound words, 2,000 items were selected
from the top-ranking items in token frequency. However, 30 items incoroproating kanji
numerals, such as  meaning ‘the number one’‚  meaning ‘October’, were excluded
from the present study. For this reason, 30 items were added from a ranking of the 2001st to
2030th in order to obtain 2,000 two-kanji compound words. As shown in Table 1, the 30
excluded items represent about 0.07% of the total type frequency of two-kanji compound
words and 1.00% (435,416 instances) of the total token frequency. As a result of this sampling procedure, the desired number of 2,000 compound words was reached. These compound
words represent only 4.86% of the total 41,140 two-kanji compound general noun types found
in 14 years of the Asahi Newspaper. However, the same 2,000 compounds represent 78.62%
(frequency 34,078,508) of a total of 43,348,553 tokens, as shown in Table 1. Since the 2,000
compounds encompass a little less than 80 percent of the total two-kanji compound words
printed in the Asahi Newspaper, this sample of 2,000 compounds meets the requirements of
meaningful investigation into light verb attachment.

3. Coding of aspects ( 1 to  4) and light verb attachment (Y)
Each two-kanji compound word was coded as 1 if it is possible to attach a light verb to it, and
coded as 0 if this is not possible. For example, a light verb is not attached to a compound
word  meaning ‘society’, so this word was coded as 0. In other words, a verb ,
a compound of ‘society’ plus –suru, does not exist in the Japanese language. Another compound word  meaning ‘a plan’ can have a light verb attached (a compound of ‘a plan’
plus –suru and becomes ‘to plan’), so this word was coded as 1. In this coding procedure, 802
out of the selected 2,000 two-kanji compound words (40.10%) were coded as 1.
The same process was used to code the existence of each of the four aspects in the 2,000
compounds. For instance, a compound word  meaning ‘negotiation’, to which the light
verb can be added to form   meaning ‘to negotiate’, contains the inchoative aspect in
its meaning. It can be easily understood that a combination of two compound words  
(‘negotiation’ plus ‘beginning’) can be created. Thus, this word is coded 1 for the inchoative aspect. Likewise, this word also includes the durative aspect since a suffix of  can be
attached to  , as in   meaning ‘during negotiation’. This word is also coded 1 for
the durative aspect. Similarly, a compound word   meaning ‘completion of negotiation’ can be created by compounding together ‘negotiation’ and ‘completion’. Furthermore, the suffix ‘after’
can be attached to this word as 
‘after negotiation’. Thus, it
is judged that the compound word ‘negotiation’ contains the telic aspect in its meaning and
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receives a 1 code for this aspect. However, the word ‘negotiation’ does not have the stative
aspect as does, for example, the word , ‘health’. Thus, ‘negotiation’ is given 0 for this
aspect. In sum, the word  is coded 1 for the inchoative aspect, 1 for the durative aspect, 1
for the telic aspect and 0 for the stative aspect. Values consist of only 1 if nouns contain an
aspect or 0 when they do not contain an aspect. Variables to which 0 or 1 values are assigned
are commonly referred to as dummy variables. In the present study, the four aspects were
deemed X1 for telic, X2 for durative, X3 for stative, and X4 for inchoative.

4. Percentages of light verb attachments predicted by the four aspects
Once the presence or absence of the four aspectual properties of a two-kanji compound word
has been calculated, it is possible to see to what extent these features predict whether or not
the light verb is attached; that is, the simple predicted percentage of light verb attachment may
be estimated.
As shown in Table 2, 203 two-kanji compound words were judged to have the inchoative
aspect, of which the light verb could be attached to 202 words, or 99.51%. Only one noun
possessing inchoative aspect,  ‘war’, does not combine with the light verb, i.e. the form
8
 does not occur . It is noteworthy, however, that it is possible to add –suru if this
word has the accusative case marker –o, as in  [vp NP(‘war’)-o V]. The light verb
can be attached to 802 types out of 2,000; of these 802 types, the inchoative aspect only
occurs with 202 types, or 25.19 percent.
Similarly, 497 two-kanji compound words were judged to have the durative aspect. Out of
these 497, the light verb can be attached to 483 words, or 97.18%. This is 60.22% of the total
of 802 types to which the light verb can be attached.
The highest prediction was provided by the telic aspect. A large group of 759 words contain this aspect. The light verb can be attached to 751 words, or 98.95%. This is 93.64% of the
802 words. Only 8 words do not have the light verb attachment.

8

A combined form of the compound word ‘war’ plus the light verb as  may be used in colloquial
speech, however it is not often accepted in writing. Thus, in this study, this word is judged not to have the light
verb attachment.
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The last aspect, stative, is seen with only 74 words. The light verb can be attached to 68 of
these (i.e. 91.89% prediction). However, this accounts for just 8.48% of the 802 words to
which the light verb can be attached.
In sum, as far as a simple cross-tabulation of the four aspects and light verb attachment
shows, the telic aspect seems to be the best predictor, at more than 90% of the 2,000 selected
compound words. Since the cross-tabulation in Table 2 only indicates a simple prediction of
each aspect, a further analysis was conducted to estimate the predictive value of all four
aspects together for attachment of the light verb.
5. Data analyses
Two different analyses were conducted for binomial data of the four aspects and light verb
attachment. First, a binary logistic regression analysis was used for the selected 2,000 twokanji compound words. Second, Hayashi’s Quantification Theory Type III was used to
estimate the similarity of the four aspects.
5.1 Binary logistic regression analysis
Using SPSS 11.0J for Windows - Regression Models with the same version of Base System, a
binary logistic regression analysis was conducted to predict the light verb attachment ()
from the four aspects (X1 = telic, X2 = durative, X3 = stative, X4 = inchoative) among the
selected 2,000 two-kanji compound words. The results, reported in Table 3, give the following regression equation:
Log2(Y) = - 3.47 + 6.93X1 + 2.90 X2 + 2.81X3 + 3.74X4 .
The determination coefficient (or variable explained by this equation) using Nagelkerke R2 is
high at 0.913, indicating that the four aspects have a high predictive power. All four aspects
are significant predictors as shown in Table 3.
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As expected from the cross-tabulation in Table 2, the aspect with the highest predictive
value is the telic aspect, having a Wald value of 312.32 (p < .00001). The durative aspect is
the second strongest predictor, having a Wald value of 40.07 (p < .00001). The third strongest
is the stative aspect with a Wald value of 15.07 (p < .0001). The least predictive variable is
the inchoative aspect with a Wald value of 8.51 (p < .01). 770 words out of the 802 nouns to
which the light verb can be added contain at least one of the four aspects, while 32 words do
not have any of these aspects. This represents a 96.01% prediction for light verb attachment.
The telic aspect can predict the light verb attachment in 93.64% of cases (751 words out of
802 light-verb attached words), and the difference of prediction between this single aspect and
all four aspects together is only 2.37% (32 words). This very small difference is the result of
the overwhelming predictive power of the telic aspect, as shown by its very large Wald value
of 312.32 and a very high estimated odds ratio of 1025.79.
The question which then arises is, how does the single variable of telic aspect predict light
verb attachment so powerfully? The clue is in the overlap of these four aspects. As previously
discussed, 759 two-kanji compound words had the telic aspect in their meanings. Among
these, the light verb was attached to the 751 words. Only eight words containing telic aspect
9
(e.g.,  ‘funeral’,  ‘crime’,  ‘disarmament’ ) cannot be directly combined with
the light verb. Table 4 shows that, surprisingly, the 759 words with telic aspect include 198
out of 203 words with inchoative aspect (97.54%), 473 out of 497 words with durative aspect
(95.17%), and even 65 words out of 74 with stative aspect (87.84%). Since the 751 words
with telic aspect to which the light verb can be attached constitute 93.64% of the 802 words to
which the light verb can be attached, this specific aspectual property by itself covers a great
majority of the words which allow light verb attachment.

5.2 Hayashi’s Quantification Theory Type III
Hayashi’s Quantification Theory Type III, of which model was created by Tokio Hayashi, is
applied for investigating similarities of variables X1 to X4 with 0 and 1 binary data. The
present study used the package created by a Japanese company of called Esumi produced
software for the use of Hayashi’s Quantification Theory Type I to Type III. Before making a
strong prediction of the light verb attachment by the single aspect telic, Hayashi’s Quantification Theory Type III was applied to estimate the similarity of the four aspects, by binary data
of the four aspects using the 794 words which have at least one of the four aspects. The result
9

Combined forms of these compound words may be used in colloquial speech, so that some cases of the light
verb attachments may be acceptable. However, since the present study utilized the linguistic testing and intuition
based mostly on written forms, a conservative position was adopted when determining whether or not the light
verb could be attached.
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is shown in Table 5. Three meaningful axes were found. The first axis has a high Eigenvalue
of 0.480 with a high 53.6 percent of variability explained. The second axis has a reasonably
high Eigenvalue of 0.261 with 29.1 percent of variability explained. The third axis has a
rather low Eigenvalue of 0.156 with 17.3 percent of variability explained. The first and
second axes together achieve an extremely high 83.6 percent of variability explained. Figure 1
depicts these two axes.

Three aspects – telic, durative and inchoative – seem to lie roughly within the small range
between 0.00 and -0.02 of the first axis (the Y-axis in Figure 1). The locations of these three
aspects close to the Y-axis may suggest that they, unlike the stative aspect, share a single
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property which will be referred to here as time series since these aspects refer to a sequential
series of initiation, duration and ending. A word like  meaning ‘a broadcast’ has an initiation point to start the ‘broadcast’, and continues during the ‘broadcast’ until the end of the
‘broadcast’. Thus, a single noun ‘broadcast’ can contain all the time series of the inchoative,
durative and telic aspects. As such, the time series of the three aspects on the Y-axis, which
provide nouns with a verb-like feature, can co-exist or exist independently in a single lexical
item. Nevertheless, as indicated by the binary logistic regression analysis, of the three it is the
telic aspect that is seen to be the dominant semantic feature in terms of making possible the
attachment of a light verb. In addition, the stative aspect, which is plotted in a location apart
from the other aspects, is also largely included in the telic aspect as shown in Table 4.
6. Conclusion – The most effective prediction for the light verb attachment
The present study investigated a unique linguistic characteristic of the light verb –suru which
derives a verb form a noun when it is suffixed to that noun. However, the light verb cannot be
attached to every noun, so the present study examined the four aspectual properties of nouns
(Matsuoka, 2004, 2005) which may possibly determine light verb attachment. After investigating these four aspects in a large sample of 2,000 two-kanji compound words, a binary
logistic regression analysis indicates that the dominant feature is the telic aspect. This single
aspect can predict the light verb attachment of 93.64% of the 2,000 words. In contrast, there
are only 8 items (out of 759 two-kanji compound words containing the telic aspect) to which
the light verb cannot be attached. This implies an error rate of 1.05%. Again, it should be kept
in mind that these 2,000 compound types cover a little less than 80% of the total two-kanji
compound word tokens printed in the Asahi Newspaper. Therefore, the most effective approach to find the light verb attachment is simply as follows. If a word’s meaning includes the
telic aspect, then there is an extremely high probability that the light verb can be attached to
that word. This study has produced clear statistical evidence of the importance of the telic
aspect for light verb attachment.
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Constructing a Large-Scale Database
of Japanese Word Associations1
Terry Joyce2
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan
Abstract. For cognitive scientists investigating the nature of lexical knowledge, one essential task is
to map out the rich networks of associations that exist between words. This paper reports on a project
to construct a large-scale database of word association norms for basic Japanese vocabulary and,
utilizing the database, to develop lexical association network maps that tap into important aspects of
words and their connectivity. The Japanese word association database will complement existing
databases concerning the lexical features of Japanese vocabulary, such as familiarity ratings and
frequency counts (Amano & Kondo, 1999; Yokoyama, Sasahara, Nozaki & Long, 1998), and the
kanji corpus research highlighted in this special issue. Part 2 of this paper outlines the construction of
the database, by detailing initial collections of word association responses from two major questionnaire surveys and the current state of the database. Part 3 introduces the lexical association network maps that will be developed based on the word association norm data and discuses some particularly promising applications of the database and the network maps in the areas of cognitive
science and Japanese lexicography and language instruction.

Keywords: Japanese word association, large-scale database, lexical association network
maps
1.

Introduction

Given its crucial importance for many areas of cognitive science, such as psychology, artificial intelligence, computational linguistics and natural language processing, much research
has, understandably, been devoted to investigating the nature of lexical knowledge and, in
particular, to mapping out the rich networks of associations that exist between words. The
interest in word associations is motivated by a number of converging perspectives and
1
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concerns within cognitive science. Central among these is the insight that, because association is a fundamental mechanism underlying human cognition, word associations mirror
rather closely the structured patterns of relations that exist among concepts (Cramer, 1968;
Deese, 1965). This notion is consistent with a number of influential assertions and inspirations within natural language processing research, such as Firth’s (1957/1968) claim
that a word’s meaning resides in the company it keeps, Church and Hanks’ (1990) notion of
mutual information as a measure of the saliency of an association between two words, and
Hirst’s (2004) acknowledgement, notwithstanding certain caveats on the complex relationship between them, that a lexicon can often be a useful basis for developing a practical
ontology. Lexical networks, whether represented with lexical nodes (i.e., in the tradition of
Collins and Loftus, 1975) or as fully distributed features (e.g., Rumelhart, McClelland, and
the PDP Research Group, 1986) are also at the heart of many connectionist models of human
cognition, which, together with the key notion of spreading activation, derive much of their
appeal from their neurological plausibility.
Recently, a number of studies highlight the valuable contributions that word association
normative data can make to cognitive science (Nelson & McEvoy, 2005; Steyvers, Shiffrin,
& Nelson, 2004; Steyvers & Tenenbaum, 2005). These studies all utilize The University of
South Florida word association, rhyme, and word fragment norms (Nelson, McEvoy, &
Schreiber, 1998), which is the largest database of word associations for American English,
covering over 5,000 words with an average of 149 responses (SD = 15) per word collected
from more than 6,000 participants. Demonstrating the influence of existing word
associations on cognition, Nelson and McEvoy (2005) show that differences in the
associative structures of known words—in terms of associate set size, resonance (or
backward association), and the connectivity within an associate set—effect performance on
the episodic memory task of extra-list cued recall. Steyvers, Shiffrin, and Nelson (2005)
apply scaling techniques, such as singular value decomposition (SVD) and multidimensional
scaling (MDS), to the word association norms database to create a word association space
(WAS) representing the semantic (dis)similarity between pairs of words. Comparing three
WAS-based measures with two latent semantic analysis (LSA) based measures (i.e., based
on corpus collocations) in terms of predicting performance on three types of episodic
memory tasks (recognition, free recall, and cued recall), they found that the WAS-based
measures were better predictors of performance than the LSA-based measures for all three
memory tasks. Steyvers and Tenenbaum (2005) also employ the database of word
association norms as part of their analyses of the structures of large-scale semantic networks.
Specifically, they used graph theory to analyze three semantic networks—one based on the
word associations, one based on WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), and another based on Roget’s
thesaurus. Steyvers and Tenenbaum found that all three semantic networks have statistical
features in common, which they characterized as being small-world—having sparse
connectivity, short average path lengths between words, and strong local clustering—and
scale-free structures—most nodes have relatively few connections but are joined together via
a small number of hubs with many connections.
This paper reports on a project to (1) construct a large-scale database of word
association norms for basic Japanese vocabulary, to (2) utilize the word association norm
data in creating and developing lexical association network maps, which capture important
properties of words and their connectivity, and to (3) explore applications of the word
association norms in the areas of cognitive science and Japanese lexicography and language
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instruction. Part 2 of the paper details the compilation of an initial survey corpus of basic
Japanese vocabulary and initial collections of word association responses using a traditional
questionnaire format. After outlining the current state of the database, Part 2 also notes plans
for the future development of the database, including further collections of word association
responses with computer-based and Internet-based versions of the survey, currently being
developed, and for expanding the survey corpus. Part 3 of the paper starts by introducing the
lexical association network maps that will be created from the database of word association
norms. Part 3 also discusses some applications of the word association database and the
network maps in the areas of cognitive science, such as in experimental control and as an
approach to modeling the semantic representations of connectionist models, and of Japanese
lexicography and language instruction, such as enriching the variety of lexical information
within the lexical entry and providing user-friendly look-up functions.

2.

Constructing the Database of Japanese Word Associations

2.1. Existing Word Association Norms
As it would be beyond the scope of this paper to attempt a review of word association norms
(see Cramer, 1968; Deese, 1965; Moss & Older, 1996; Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998),
the aim of this section is merely to briefly mention a couple of databases of word association
norms for English and Japanese as frames of reference regarding the scale of the present
project.
One large database of word association norms for British English has been created by
Moss and Older (1996), which covers some 2,400 words with between 41-50 responses to
each item. However, as already noted, the largest database of word association norms for
American English is that constructed by Nelson, McEvoy, and Schreiber (1998), covering
more that 5,000 words with an average of 149 responses for each item. It should be noted,
however, that both these databases of association norms are the products of combining a
number of surveys conducted over quite a number of years and that, rather than being
systematic attempts to construct comprehensive databases, the inclusion of words in the
surveys was usually in response to more immediate experimental interests at the time.
The first Japanese word association norms to mention are those collected in an early
survey by Umemoto (1969). Although he gathered response from 1,000 university students,
the word corpus is very small with only 210 words and thus of extremely limited value in
controlling for the associative strength between stimulus items in experiments. More recently,
Ishizaki (2004) has collected word associations as part of a project to build an associative
concept dictionary (Okamoto & Ishizaki, 2001). Ishizaki’s data covers 1,656 nouns with 10
responses for each item.3 While arguably consistent with the aim of building an associative
concept dictionary, a major drawback with this data, however, is the fact that response category was specified. Participants were asked to respond to a presented stimulus word according
to one of seven randomly presented categories (hypernym, hyponym, part/material, attribute,
synonym, action and environment), so the data tells us little about free associations.
3

While this response count relates to version 1.0 made publicly available in March 2004, it seems that

another version with 50 responses per item also exists.
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2.2. Compiling a Survey Corpus of Basic Japanese Vocabulary
In order to compile an initial corpus of basic Japanese vocabulary for the word association
survey, three reference sources were used. The first was the survey of basic vocabulary for
Japanese language teaching conducted by the National Language Research Institute (1984).
This list consists of approximately 6,800 words including a core set of about 2,200 words.
The second reference source was Tamamura (2003), which is a recently prepared list of
intermediate vocabulary of about 4,000 words. Because of its influence on Japanese
language education, an important standard to look at when considering what constitutes
basic Japanese vocabulary is the sanctioned list of Jy kanji. Accordingly, the third
reference source was a handbook of Japanese orthography (Sanseid Henshjo, 1991),
which lists all 1,945 Jy kanji with their official readings as well as a number of compound
word examples (in total about 13,000 word tokens).
Once these lists were input, they were compared in order to identify common words,
with priority on the overlap between the first two sources and particularly the core set of
approximately 2,200 words within the National Language Research Institute’s (1984) list.
The task was made somewhat more difficult by the fact that Tamamura’s (2003)
intermediate vocabulary list has many words transcribed in hiragana that are transcribed in
kanji in the National Language Research Institute’s (1984) list. Reflecting the flexible nature
of Japanese orthography and shifts in orthographic conventions over the last 20 years or so,
the transcription differences highlight the merit of including orthographic variants within the
survey. Related to that and the high incidence of homophones in Japanese, hiragana
transcription words were frequently included for homophone sets within the corpus. For
example, in the case of the homophone set of  ‘to fit, suit, match’,  ‘to meet’,
and  ‘to meet, encounter (undesirable nuance)’ sharing the pronunciation /au/, the
hiragana transcription  was also included. Also in an exploratory vein, a number of
bound morpheme kanji were included. These include affixes, such as  /fu/ ‘non-, un-’,
and verbal and adjectival stems, such as  /kaku/ ‘to write’ without the okurigana 
/ku/, which are normally written with other kanji or okurigana endings and, in the strictest
sense, are not words when written alone. Based on this work, an initial survey corpus of
5,000 kanji and words was created.

2.3. Questionnaire Surveys
In order to obtain the large-scale quantities of responses that will be required to complete the
construction of the word association database, a computer-based version of the word
association survey is being developed, so that the survey can also be conducted over the
Internet. However, construction of the database is already progressing based on two surveys
conducted using traditional pen-and-paper questionnaires. The first survey was conducted
with the aim of obtaining up to 50 word association responses for a random sample of 2,000
items drawn from the survey corpus. Those responses will later be used to examine the
consistency and reliability of word association responses to be collected with different
formats of the survey, particularly those to be obtained from volunteer respondents
participating in the survey via the Internet. The aim of the second survey was to obtain up to
ten responses for the remaining 3,000 items in the corpus. Those responses will be used to
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control for intra-list association when respondent survey lists are generated automatically (as
discussed in more detail in Section 1.4). Although the two surveys were conducted with
different secondary aims, because the primary objective of obtaining word association
responses in the construction of the database was common to both, and because the basic
procedures were the same, they are outlined together.

2.3.1. Method
Participants. Native Japanese university students (N = 1,486; 934 males and 552
females; average age 19.03, SD = 0.97) participated in the surveys as volunteers.
Survey lists. For the first survey, 2,000 items were randomly drawn from the corpus and
these were divided into 20 lists of 100 items. These items were divided so that each list consisted of a mixture of orthographic forms (i.e., single kanji, multi-kanji, and mixed
kanji-kana words) in ratios closely matching the distribution within the overall corpus. Care
was also taken to avoid intra-list associations, by ensuring that no two items within a list
shared the same pronunciation and that no given kanji appeared more than once in a list
either alone or as a constituent of a polymorphemic word. Finally, each list was examined by
native Japanese graduate students so that all possible intra-list associations were eliminated.
In order to obtain up to 50 word association responses for the 2,000 items, each survey list
was presented to 50 respondents, but with the order of the items being randomized for each
individual respondent. For the second survey, the remaining 3,000 items in the corpus were
divided among 36 lists of 100 items. Care was again taken to control for the mixture of
orthographic forms, incidences of homophones, and multiple inclusions of any given kanji.
By the time the second survey was being prepared, the survey corpus had been coded with
semantic category information (discussed further in Section 1.4 below). Thus, the lists for
the second survey were created by also checking to ensure that no two items belonged to the
same semantic category. Because of this extra control, it proved necessary to increase the
number of survey list to 36 in order to cover some semantic categories with more member
items. This also meant that some of the remaining 3,000 items appeared in two lists in the
second survey. In order to obtain up to ten word association responses for the 3,000 items,
each survey list was presented to at least 10 respondents, with the order of items within each
respondent list randomized. In the event, more participants were available than minimally
required for the secondary objective, so two of these lists were presented to 50 respondents,
while another two were presented to 30 and 33 respondents respectively.
Each respondent list was printed with 10 items per page—the items were printed in 18pt
Mincho beside an underlined blank space for the response (e.g.,       ) in a row
centered on the page—forming a booklet of 10 pages plus a cover sheet with instructions.
The instructions asked the participants to look at each printed item and to write down in the
blank space the first semantically-related Japanese word that comes to mind. There were also
instructions relating to aspects of the Japanese writing system. The first of these asked the
participants to respond with what they considered to be the most natural orthographic
representation of the associate response (i.e., whether they would normally write /manga/ in
kanji as
, in hiragana as , or in katakana as ). Another instruction asked
participants not to change their response to another word if they found that they could not
remember the correct strokes for the kanji of their first response, but to indicate that they
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were not confident of the correct strokes by providing the word’s pronunciation in a hiragana
gloss above the word.
Table 1
A Random Sample of 10 Items from the List of 2,100 Items in the Japanese Word
Association Database (Version 1.0), with Respondent Counts, and Associate Set
and Core Associate Set Sizes
Item

Respondents

Associate Set

Core Associate Set

50

18

6



50

23

5



50

14

5



50

34

6



50

26

6



50

35

7

50

32

8



50

18

6



50

26

4

50

30

9












Note: Core associate set refers to the number of responses provided by two or more respondents.

2.3.2. Error Response Coding and Results
The word association responses collected with the paper questionnaires have been entered
into a database by native Japanese graduate students. Blank spaces (no responses) were treated in two ways; in cases where a whole page had been skipped or where the participant
failed to complete the questionnaire sheets, the items were regarded as having not been
presented and accordingly are not reflected in the respondent counts, otherwise blank responses were recorded and, for the present, these are included as part of the set of word
association responses for an item, as an indicator of words that are more difficult to make
word association responses to. Items for which the response was illegible or involved a kanji
selection error that resulted in an uninterpretable nonword were also treated as not presented
items. When the response involved a minor writing mistake, such as incorrect kanji strokes
or component element, but the intended response was clear from the presented word, the
error was corrected. Responses based on phonological associations and transcription
responses (i.e., where the respondent either provided the pronunciation in kana of a kanji
orthography item or, more frequently, where the response to a kana orthography word was a
kanji orthography word sharing that pronunciation) are currently being recorded and marked
accordingly. Although the transcription responses could be indicating the need for more
explicit instructions ruling out orthographic variants as invalid responses, it is also possible
that the Japanese respondents regarded the orthographic variants as independent words. In
cases of phrasal responses consisting of the presented item plus only one other word
(excluding appropriate case markers), that word was taken as the response (i.e., when in
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response to  ‘pass away’, one participant wrote  
grandfather passed away’,   ‘grandfather’ was recorded as the response).

‘my

Table 2
Two Examples of Word Association Response Data in the Japanese Word Association
Database (Version 1.0)
Item
0

Responses

Number

Item

Responses

Number

34

,



35

4



,7

3

#

2



+

3

S (subject)

1



'/

1



1



)&

1

.!

1



(

1

1





1

1

1



4*

1



1



3

1

$"

1



5%

1



1





1



1





1

$

1





20
--

60





Through two questionnaire surveys, 2,100 items randomly sampled from a survey
corpus of 5,000 basic Japanese kanji and words were presented to up to 50 respondents. The
responses to the 2,100 items have been processed to form the first version of the Japanese
word association database, which is being made publicly available.4 As illustrated with a
random sample of 10 items in Table 1, a list of the 2,100 items together with respondent
counts and the sizes of the associate set and core associate set (referring to the number of
responses provided by two or more respondents) is available for download at
http://www.valdes.titech.ac.jp/~terry/jwad.html. As the two examples presented in Table 2
show, the Japanese word association database lists all word association responses collected
for the 2,100 items presented to up to 50 respondents. The associate set is ordered with the
prime associate listed first. In the case of the two examples, the prime associate of 0
‘subject’ is 20 ‘predicate’, given by 34 respondents, while the prime associate for ,
‘boil; get hot; get excited’ is  ‘hot water’, given by 35 respondents. As more word
association responses are collected for all items in the survey corpus, and the pattern of
associations for each item becomes more stable, consistent with Nelson, McEvoy, and
Schreiber (1998), the database will focus on the core associate sets, but responses provided
by only one respondent are included in the present version of the database.
4

Requests for the Japanese word association database (Version 1.0) may be directed via email to the author.
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As Nation (1990) observes, in addition to knowing a word’s spoken and written forms,
its grammatical and collocation behavior, its frequency and stylistic register, as well as its
conceptual meaning, one important aspect of lexical knowledge is knowing about the
associations that a word has with other words. Figure 1 presents the associate set for the
Japanese word  ‘winter’ based on the word association responses collected so far. The
enclosed figures on the arrow connections represent the percentage of responses. As the
figure shows,  ‘winter’ has a very strong primary associate with the word  
‘cold’, which accounts for 44 percent of all responses. The second associate of  ‘snow’
represents only 15 percent of the responses, followed by  ‘summer’ and  ‘winter
solstice’, both at 6 percent, and   ‘white’ at 4 percent. Thus,  ‘winter’ has a
relatively small set of core associates with one particularly strong associate.
In contrast, Figure 2 presents the associate set for the Japanese verb  ‘gather,
collect’, which has a larger set of core associates, but, naturally, with weaker association
strengths. The primary associate here is   ‘money’ accounting for 15 percent of the
responses. There are also two secondary responses at 10 percent; namely,  ‘stamps’
and  ‘collection’. Some of the remaining core associates are  ‘people’ (8%), 
‘set’ (6%),
‘rubbish, trash’ (6%), and    ‘collector’ (6%). Consistent with
their respective word classes of noun and verb, these two words exhibit different kinds of
syntagmatic responses. Compared to the very strong association between the adjective 
  ‘cold’ and the noun  ‘winter’, more of the core responses for the verb 
 ‘gather, collect’ are nouns that could either occupy the direct object slot (i.e.,  
‘money’,  ‘stamps’,  ‘people’,
‘rubbish, trash’) or the subject slot (i.e., 
  ‘collector’).

2.4 Future Development of the Database
In two traditional paper questionnaire surveys, approximately 148,600 word association
responses for a corpus of 5,000 basic Japanese kanji and words were collected from 1,486
native Japanese speakers. These responses represent a substantial initial stage in the
construction of a large-scale database of word association norms for basic Japanese
vocabulary. However, given the preparation and inputting burdens involved in administering
paper questionnaires, the present project is also developing a computer-based version of the
word association survey, with a view to conducting the survey over the Internet in order to
efficiently obtain the large-scale quantities of responses that will be required to complete the
construction of the word association database. While the discrete free word association task
is relatively straightforward—the respondent is simply asked to provide the first
meaningfully-related word that comes to mind when presented with a stimulus word—the
major issue in developing the computer-based survey has been to devise an automatic
method of generating multiple individual respondent survey lists from the survey corpus,
while minimizing as far as practically possible the effects of intra-list association.
Accordingly, much of the preparatory work on the project has been devoted to coding
the survey corpus with information to use in eliminating intra-list associations. The first type
of information added was phonological data in the form of hiragana transcriptions, to control
for homophones and orthographic variants. The second type of information was a code
relating to the orthographic form of the items (i.e., single kanji, multi-kanji, and mixed
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kanji-kana words, etc.) to ensure that respondent lists consist of a mixture of orthographic
types, based on the distribution within the corpus, to reduce the possibility of form-related
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Sizuo Mizutani (1926)
The Founder of Japanese Quantitative Linguistic
Naoko Maruyama 1
Tokyo Woman’s Christian University, Tokyo

1. Introduction
The Mathematical Linguistic Society of Japan was formed in December, 1956. It was the
world’s first academic society specifically focusing on mathematical aspects of linguistics.
Sizuo Mizutani was involved as one of the driving members of its establishment. As the secretary-treasurer at the beginning, and as the president of the society in later years, he helped
grow the society and created a new discipline – mathematical linguistics – for the Japanese
language.
Mathematical Linguistics has several sub-fields: in addition to quantitative studies of Japanese such as quantitative lexicology and statistical stylometry, it also has studies on building
mathematical (and algebraic) models of Japanese aiming at computational Japanese processing such as machine-translation.
Mizutani was a pioneer of quantitative and mathematical (algebraic) research in many
fields (i.e. lexicology, grammar, semantics, and pragmatics). By proposing an original system
in each of these fields, he established the basic principles and methodology in Japanese quantitative and mathematical (algebraic) linguistics in Japan.
Mizutani is regarded very highly by researchers of science and engineering, not only by
Japanese language researchers.
Mizutani’s life-long work is best represented by his book Suuri Gengogaku (Mathematical Linguistics, 1982). Also he was the editor of Asakura Series on Japanese Linguistics,
consisting of six volumes (1983-87) which contains many papers related to Mizutani’s researches.
2. Lexicology
In lexicology, Mizutani laid the foundation of quantitative lexicology through his research on
word-count in several types of magazines and his analysis on this data by using mathematical
methodology such as hypothesis testing, statistical estimation, and quantification theory while
he worked at the National Language Research Institute. His representative work in this field
can be found in the volume 2 of Asakura Series on Japanese Linguistics, Lexicology (1983a).
His main achievements in this field are as follows:

1
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(1) Establishment of the field of “Quantitative Lexicology” through collecting data
on word-count in magazines
At the National Language Research Institute, Mizutani led several word-count projects for
studying word usage. Through these activities, he established the methodology for quantitative lexicology. His methods are based on statistical sampling, and it was one of the first
attempts of applying mathematical methods such as statistics into lexicology (Ito 2002). In his
report on magazine word-count statistics (1957b), he showed the word-usage frequency of the
top 1,000 Japanese words along with the estimated accuracy of the data. This was probably
the world’s first report on word usage statistics with estimated accuracy (Mizutani 1995c).
Identification of word boundaries is one of the big problems in Japanese linguistics, but his
data on the word-count of 90 magazines (1962, 1963) has very accurate word unit identification – it has by far the highest accuracy among similar word-count research to date (Ito
2002). Based on these contributions, combined with his work on creating the framework of
word-count study at the National Language Research Institute, he is considered to be the father of Japanese lexicology. He introduced the term “quantitative lexicology” – Ito (2002)
pointed it out as follows: “Establishment of quantitative lexicology provided substance to its
parent field, lexicology. Lexicology research has been theories only. With the quantitative
methods, lexicology now has proofs.”
(2) Distribution law of word classes
About word usage distributions based on word classes, Ohno’s Law had been well known.
Mizutani expressed Ohno’s Law as a mathematical formula, revised it, and implemented the
revised version as a computer program written in BASIC (Mizutani 1981, Ito 2002).
Ohno’s Law states that regarding 9 Japanese classic works, there are certain correlations
between the style (genre of the literature) and the distribution of part-of-speech when counting number of different words (Ohno 1956). For example, Man’yo-shu (a collection of
ancient Japanese poems) has the high proportion of nouns, followed by essays, journals, and
fiction. On the other hand, verbs and adjectives are more common in fiction and journals. As
shown in Figure 1, his discovery was represented graphically, which draw a lot of attention.

Fig. 1. Ohno’s Original Chart (Reproduced)
: noun, : verb, : adjective, : adjective verb
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Mizutani (1965) applied mathematical methods to Ohno’s Law to give it a firm mathematical
foundation. Instead of Figure 1 that has an unclear definition of X-axis, Mizutani proposed to
use the proportion of nouns in X-axis and the proportion of other word classes in Y-axis. By
applying the linear regression method, the proportion of each word class has a clear linear
relationship to that of nouns.



: Noun-class, 

Fig. 2. Mizutani’s Chart
: Verb-class, : Adjective-class, : Other-class

With Mizutani’s corroboration, Ohno’s law reveals favorable fitness for modern magazines as
well as for classical literature.
(3) Distribution law of relative word frequency
Zipf’s formula (fr = C, kf 2 = b) and Mandelbrot’s law (p = A/(r+B)c) are well known as
distribution laws of word frequency.
Mizutani proposed a formula as the form of distribution function based on word usage
proportion p. He applied fitting against a projective-type distribution funct 
           F(p) is the
cumulative number of different words with frequency less than p, divided by the total size of
the vocabulary. Then, for any p in the range of 0 < p  max p, F(p) can be given by the
following formula: F(p) = pp + 
Mizutani’s method has shown a higher degree of fitness than Zipf’s law and Mandelbrot’s
law.
(4) Estimation of amount of vocabulary
The amount of vocabulary L is defined as the number of different words of some text h. The
estimation problem of the amount of vocabulary is to estimate L given a text h. Mizutani
proposed two methods (method A and method B) based on n-k relations – how k (the number
of different words) increases as the size n of a random sample of h increases. See the
following formula; K is the estimated number of different words in the sample of size n; a, b,
and c are parameters.
A) K = L(1 - exp[- an - b])
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B) K = l(1- exp[- an]) + c,

( where l = L- c).

Given a set of (n, k) pairs from random sampling, we can estimate L along with the parameters a and b (in the case of Method A), or a and c (in the case of Method B).
(5) Text similarity based on word similarity
He also worked on quantifying text similarities based on the word usage in them. He proposed
an index called Mizutani’s D as a counter proposal to a previously known index called Miyajima’s C. This comparison was reported in Chapter 3 of Mathematical Linguistics (1982), in
which he used the problem of estimating the origins of popular songs. Mizutani’s D was
shown to have a larger discriminatory power than Miyajima’s index C.
In addition, he also applied Quantification Theory III and IV to word usage analysis of
popular songs and classification of waka poems. In popular songs, his method could successfully distinguish such clusters as “hot-spring town elegies,” “Lilu songs,” “Flower girls,” and
“Shanghai songs.” In waka poems, he could distinguish poems on plums from those on cherry
blossoms.
3. Grammar (Syntax)
In the field of grammatical theory, Mizutani’s goal was to create a formal grammatical description that can be executed on computers as well as specific enough to be refuted if a
counter example is provided. His main works in this field are Kokubunpo Sobyo (Sketch of
Japanese Grammar, 1983b) and Kohon Koku-bunpo Daitai (Draft Framework of Japanese
Grammar, 1991).
His grammatical framework can find its root in the traditional Japanese theories of the
Edo era (e.g., Motoori Norinaga) and Yamada’s Grammar and Tokieda’s Grammar, and refined them into a modern grammar. It distinguishes content words (“shi”) and function words
(“ji”), and the building rules of sentence structure can be expressed as a context free grammar.
Having started from the joint work with The Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) of Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry titled Basic Japanese Grammar; Simple
Sentence and Complex Sentence (1978), he created his own theory of Japanese grammar
through Kokubunpo Sobyo (Sketch of Japanese Grammar, 1983b). In later years he tried to
describe a grammar in NBG logical formula in Kohon Koku-bunpo Daitai (Draft Framework
of Japanese Grammar, 1991).
His originality in constructing Japanese grammar can be seen in many places, such as
discussions on word-class, case-system, and modality. He proposed new ideas on how to treat
keiyodoshi (adjective verb) as in Keiyodoshi-Ben (Discussions on Adjective-Verb, 1951) and
Keiyodoshi to Iu Mono (So-Called Keiyodoshi, 1952), and these papers drew a lot of attention. Later, he also tried to re-categorize nouns, adverbs, and adjective-verbs as in New Refinement of Word Classes, From Nouns through Adverbs (1994) and Word Classification from
the Point of Lattice-Theoretical View (2001).
His works on case systems include the following: Essay on the Case in Modern Japanese
(1996), VALENZEN in a Broad Sense (as Case-combining Patterns) in Mathematical Literature (1997), Case-Combination Patterns in Japanese Novels 1948-1992 (1999).
His analysis is always backed up by rich real data. In that sense, his research has both the
theoretical side and the empirical side.
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4. Semantics
In the field of semantics, Mizutani proposed the use of symbolic logic, which was an innovative approach that enables formal description of language semantics. His work in this field
can be found in Imi Kijutsu Taikei (Semantic Description Systems, 1995a).
His started his research on semantics with A Symbolic-Logic Based Method for Retrieving
Facts from Legislation Sentences (1973). He continued to focus on semantic description by
means of symbolic logic, and compiled the work in Imi Kijutsu Taikei (Semantic Description
Systems, 1995a). Logic-based semantics is given to the word level (such as kinship terms)
then the semantics of sentences or even texts are constructed by logical formula. This logicbased approach allows a mathematical definition of language semantics and the capturing of
objective relationships between expressions.
He also studied the semantics of compound words. Coding Systems of Semantic Types of
Compound Words (1989a, NTT Contracted Research), Distributions of Semantic Types in
Compound Words Written in Chinese Characters (1988), and Word Construction Taken
Account of High-Order Combinations (1989b) are the representative works, of which there is
no similar research.
5. Pragmatics (especially Honorifics)
In the pragmatics field, Mizutani proposed an original honorific system based on Tokieda’s
idea. We can learn about that system in Taigu Hyogen-ron Teiyo (Outline of Honorific Expressions, 1995b).
He defined numeric values representing levels of treatment, and created a model for which
honorific expressions are used when the speaker, the listener, and the subject have specific
treatment values. This model was implemented as a computer program, and used by several
students to produce good experimental results..
The characteristic of Mizutani’s honorific theory is to set three levels (the first order, the
second order, and the third order) and to consider two kinds of honorific expression: those
based on “shi” (content words) and those based on “ji” (function words). Mizutani’s theory is
based on Tokieda’s idea, but Mizutani’s contribution was to formalize Tokieda’s idea and to
make them computer implementable. Mizutani’s theory can explain many honorific phenomena of Japanese including the concepts of affiliation and unification.
6. Other Achievements
Mizutani’s other achievement are as follows:
(1) Design of a Programming Language “Syusin (RedLip)”
Although Mizutani is not an engineer, he designed a programming language called “Syusin
(Redlip)”. Syusin has SNOBOL-like character string handling. Its interpreter was implemented on top of LISP. Toshiaki Kurokawa of Toshiba helped Mizutani to design and implement
Syusin (Kurokawa 1992). Its syntax is Japanese-like and easy to use, so many of Mizutani’s
students wrote programs for testing various theories on Japanese language phenomena by
means of data processing. Many of these students are now working on computer programming in companies in Japan (or USA).
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(2) Editorship of Dictionary
Mizutani has taken charge of co-editing Iwanami Kokugo Jiten since the second edition
(1971). Now he is preparing the seventh edition. (The other two members have passed away,
so since the fourth edition, Mizutani has been the supervising editor of the dictionary.)
(3) Joint Research and Contracted Research
Mizutani has been involved in numerous joint research and contracted research projects since
early time. His major projects are as follows:
- A Method for Retrieving Facts from Legislation Sentences Based on Symbolic-Logic (1973),
jointly with Toshiba
- Basic Japanese Grammar; Simple Sentence and Complex Sentence (1978), jointly with The
Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL)
- Coding Systems of Semantic Types of Compound Words (1989a), contracted with NTT
7. Closing
As we can see from his achievements above, undoubtedly Mizutani is one of the pioneers in
Japanese mathematical linguistics. His main contributions to the fields are 1) bringing the
ways of science and engineering into the field and 2) establishing the Mathematical Linguistics Society. His leadership enabled the growth of the society and the field at large – it is
evidenced by the management of the society and the book series by Asakura Publishing. It
would not be too much of an exaggeration to say that the most of the researchers in mathematical linguistics today have been coached or at least are influenced by Mizutani. They
(including those in leading positions in the academia) respect Mizutani for his deep insights,
broad knowledge, precise analysis, and his sharp criticisms. His contributions to the information engineering field should never be overlooked. Through serving as a committee member
of a machine translation project of Japan Science and Technology Agency and developing
programs himself, he played a key role in bridging the gap between linguistics and technology. His work is well known to researchers abroad: his grammatical theory was published in
French, his lexicology was introduced in German. Also he is known as the editor of a famous
dictionary (Iwanami Kokugo Jiten) to the general public – his influences and contributions to
them are also very large.
Short Curriculum Vitae of Sizuo Mizutani
25 Mar. 1926
1940-1945
1945-1948
1948-1963
1956
1964-1968
1966-1967
1967

Sizuo Mizutani is born in Tokyo;
The First Higher School in Tokyo;
studies Japanese literature and linguistics at Tokyo University;
employment at National Language Research Institute;
part-time lecturer of Kyoto University and Fukui University;
driving member of establishment of Mathematical Linguistic Society of
Japan; secretary-treasurer;
associate professor of Tokyo Woman’s Christian University;
visiting scholar of Yenching Institute of Harvard University;
casual research fellow of Computation Laboratory of Harvard
University;

Sizuo Mizutani
1968-1991

1991
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professor of Tokyo Woman’s Christian University;
head of library, curriculum coordinator, and head of computer center in
Tokyo Woman’s Christian University;
part-time lecturer of Tokyo University, Tohoku University, and Tokyo
University of Agriculture and Technology;
board member of The Institute of Behavioral Sciences;
chairperson of information retrieval committee of National Institute of
Japanese Literature;
member of executive committee of the 8th International Conference on
Computational Linguistics;
professional member of committee of Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science;
councelor of the Society for Japanese Linguistics;
president of Mathematical Linguistics Society of Japan;
professional member of subcommittee of deliberative council for establishment of universities, etc.
retired as professor emeritus of Tokyo Woman’s Christian University

Main Books and Papers of S. Mizutani
1951 Keiyodoshi-Ben (Discussions on Adjective-Verb) , Kokugo to Kokubungaku, Vol. 28,
No. 5, 31-46, revised No.6, 64.
1952 Keiyodoshi to Iu Mono (So-Called Keiyodoshi), Kaishaku to Kansho, Vol.17, No.12,
37-42.
1953 Fujin Zasshi no Yoogo: Gendaigo no Goi Choosa (Research on Vocabulary in Women’s
Magazines) National Language Research Institute (NLRI) Report 4, Tokyo, Shuei
Shuppan. (joint work)
1957a Nobe-gosu to Kotonari-gosu tono Kankei (A Functional Relation between the Numbers of Different Words and Running Words). Mathematical Linguistics, No.3, 1-15,
revised No.12, 4-6.
1957b,58 Soogoo Zasshi no Yoogo [Zenpen/Koohen]: Gendaigo no Goi Choosa (Research
on Vocabulary in Cultural Reviews) NLRI Report 12, 13, Tokyo, Shuei Shuppan. (joint
work)
1962,63 Gendai Zasshi 90 shu no Yoogo Yooji, Vol.1, 3 (Vocabulary and Chinese Characters
in Ninety Magazines of Today) NLRI Report 21, 25, Tokyo, Shuei Shuppan. (joint work)
1965 Ohno no Goi-Hosoku ni tsuite (Notes on Ohno’s Law of Vocabulary). Mathematical
Linguistics, No.35, 1-13.
1970 Gengo to Suugaku (Language and Mathematics), Tokyo, Morikita Shuppan.
1971 Iwanami Kokugo Jiten (Iwanami Japanese Dictionary) (the second edition), Tokyo,
Iwanami Shoten. (joint work)
1973 Kigoo Ronri-shiki ni yoru Hoorei-bun Kotogara Kensaku no Ichi-Hoohoo (A SymbolicLogic Based Method for Retrieving Facts from Legislation Sentences), Tokyo Shibaura
Denki Kabushiki-gaisha.
1974 Kokugo-gaku Itsutsu no Hakken Sai-hakken (Japanese Linguistics; Five Discoveries
and Rediscoveries), Tokyo, Tokyo Woman’s Christian Univ., Sobun-sha.
1977 Keiryo-Goi-ron kara Mita Myozyo-ha to Negishi-ha (Myoozyoo School and Negisi
School: A Statistical Analysis of Waka-Poem Vocabularies). Mathematical Linguistics,
Vol.11, No.1, 30-37.
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1978 Nihongo Kihon Bunpo Tanbun-hen, Hukubun-hen (Basic Japanese Grammar; Simple
Sentence and Complex Sentence), The Electrotechnical Laboratory (ETL) Report, 783,
784. (joint work)
1979 Yogo ni yoru Ume, Sakura no Uta no Benbetsu (Discrimination between WAKA Poems
of Plum- and Cherry-Blossoms by their Word-Uses). Mathematical Linguistics, Vol.12,
No.1, 1-13.
1980 Yogo-Ruiji-do ni yoru Kayokyoku Shiwake: “Yunomachi Elegy” “Shanhai-gaeri no
Lilu” oyobi sono Shuhen (Classification of Popular Songs by Lexical Similarity: “Elegy
of a Hot-Spring Town”, “Lilu Returned from Shanghai” And Others). Mathematical
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